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Metroscope Documentation
Model Overview
Metroscope is a set of decision support tools used by Portland Metro, the Portland,
Oregon area's regional government, to model changes in measures of economic,
demographic, land use, and transportation activity. Metroscope comprises four models
and a set of GIS (geographic information system) tools that keep track of the location of
development activities and produce visual representations (maps) from the models'
output. The four models that interact within the Metroscope framework are:
The economic model, developed and maintained by Dennis Yee, predicts region-wide
employment by industry and the number of households in the region by demographic
category (HIA, which assigns each household to one of 441 combinations of householdsize category, income category, and age-of-household-head category).
The travel model, developed by Keith Lawton and maintained by Dick Walker, predicts
travel activity levels by mode (bus, rail, car, walk, or bike), and road segment and
estimates travel times between transportation analysis zones (TAZs) by time of day. It
also produces a measure of the cost perceived by travelers in getting from any one TAZ
to any other. This measure of perceived cost, called a "logsum", can be converted into a
composite travel time that makes a minute on any particular route or mode (e.g., bus,
light rail, drive alone, carpool, walk) equivalent in perceived cost to a minute on any
other route or mode.
There are two real estate location models—one for residential location and one for nonresidential location. Sonny Conder developed both, and Jim Cser maintains the
residential location model. These predict the locations of households and employment
respectively, and also measure the amount of land consumed by development, the amount
of built space produced, and the prices of land and built space by zone in each time
period.
The GIS database and tools, developed and maintained by Carol Hall and Karen
Larson, contain the land and development data and maintain the spatial relationships
between data elements. They also map data between different zone systems.
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Purpose
In reality, travel, economic activity, location choice, and real estate development are all
interdependent. People travel to where they work, shop, and recreate. Goods are hauled
to where they are processed, warehoused, and sold. Businesses locate where they are
allowed and where they have access to labor and raw materials as well as access to
markets for their goods or services. People locate where they are allowed and where they
have access to their place of work, shopping, schools, and recreation. People also place
value on the attributes of a neighborhood, such as its crime rate, elevation, and noise
level, and people often seek to locate near others with similar demographic
characteristics. For both businesses and people, the relative price of a location is an
important consideration in choosing where to locate and the absolute price determines
where they can afford to locate. The overall level of economic activity in a region
depends on the cost of production, including space rent, transport, and labor costs,
relative to other regions.
The purpose of bringing the four models together into a single, integrated framework is to
allow them to interact with each other, producing more accurate predictions of future
conditions and allowing them to better reflect the full range of effects of policy decisions.
Metroscope allows the testing of a wide range of policy scenarios. Among its policysensitive inputs are:
•

Land Availability and Capacity, including zoning and plan designations,
environmental constraints, and the parameters used by the Land Filter to identify
land that will be developed (see below).

•

Cost of Development, including specifications of cost per square foot to build
and System Development Charges (SDCs, which can be redefined to incorporate
other fees and permitting costs, and also can incorporate subsidies to developers).
Note that the price of land is determined within the model and is not an input.

•

Assumptions about changes in demographics (income, age, and household size)
can be applied through the economic model, as can assumptions about changes in
employment (by industrial sector).

•

Assumptions about changes in transportation infrastructure and transit
availability can be applied through the travel model.

Interaction Between Models
Metroscope consists of four separate models, which interact within and between model
iterations (five-year periods). Figure 1 shows the flow of information between the
models.
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Interaction Between Location and Travel Models
Metro's travel demand model predicts trips and travel accessibilities between analysis
zones.1 Documentation of the travel demand model is available in a separate report. The
model is applied at a 1,260-zone system. When multimodal accessibilities at the zone-tozone level are aggregated to the census tract-to-census tract level, they are weighted by
the number of person-trips between each origin and destination zone pair. The
multimodal accessibility measure (logsum) takes into account differences in perceived
cost between different modes (e.g., bus, light rail, drive alone, carpool, walk) and routes.
The reported accessibility is weighted by the proportions of person-trips on each
combination of route and mode.
The travel model supplies both the residential and non-residential location models with a
measure of the cost of getting from each zone to each of the other zones. This measure of
relative accessibility affects where housing and employment growth will locate. The
residential location model supplies the travel model with number of households, by
demographic category, in each zone. The non-residential location model supplies the
travel model with employment by retail/non-retail in each zone. These estimates of
households and employment are used by the travel model to estimate trips and trip
destinations.
Figure 2: Data Flow between Location and Travel Models
HIAs by TAZ and Employment by Retail/Other by TAZ-

Transportation Data

Residential
Location Model

Travel Model

Travel Costs (logsums)

Non-Residential
Location Model

HIAs by Tract

GIS
Post-Processing

Employment by
-Industry by Emp Zone

For more information, see Technical Specifications for the March 1998 Travel Demand Model, which is
available from Metro.
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Interaction Between Location and Economic Models
The economic model supplies the residential location model with the total number of
households, by demographic category, in the region for each time period. It supplies the
non-residential location model with the total number of employees, by industry, in the
region for each time period. The residential location model supplies the economic model
with a measure of region-wide housing prices, which can provide feedback to the overall
level of regional growth.2
Figure 3: Data Flow between Location and Economic Models
- Housing Price Index -

Economic Data

Regionwide HIAs-

Regional
Economic and
Demographic
Model

Residential
Location Model

HIAs are numbers of households by household size,
income, and age categories.

Regionwide Employment
by Industry

Non-Residential
Location Model

Interaction with Land Data
Pre-Processing of Land Data
Metro's Regional Land Information System (RLIS) contains data describing and locating
each parcel (tax lot) as well as overlaid information about political districts, zoning
designations and constraints, environmental constraints, infrastructure, and geography.

2

The feedback mechanism from the MetroScope land use model and the regional economic model has yet
to be fully implemented. Testing of the regional economic model with hypothetically "higher and lower"
housing price trends have been successfully explored. Assuming higher housing price regime constrains
population and employment growth in the long-run. Conversely, relatively lower housing price trends raise
the level of regional economic activity. This testing was completed without iteration with the MetroScope
land use model. The modeling team expects to fully implement this feedback between MetroScope and the
regional economic model in an upcoming "preferred alternative" model scenario run.
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The land data is pre-processed to identify vacant, developable parcels, redevelopable
parcels, and portions of parcels that could be subdivided to allow additional (infill)
development. Redevelopment is development on a parcel already listed as developed,
and involves demolishing an existing structure. Infill development is development on the
vacant portions of a parcel listed as developed. Metro refers to development on nonvacant parcels as "refill" development.3 Because Metro identifies partial parcels as
vacant in its database, some development that would be considered infill in other
jurisdictions is considered to be development on vacant land by Metro.
This pre-processor provides development capacity for each employment zone (Figure 7
shows employment zone boundaries) for the non-residential location model and for each
residential zone (census tracts) for the residential location model.
The real estate location models currently lack a model of the market for land. It is
therefore necessary to determine outside the model how much land will be developed,
and which parcels are likely to be redeveloped or infilled. This is accomplished in the
pre-processing of land data. Four criteria are used:
1. Tax lot size
2. Improvement value
3. Land value
4. Total value
Zone-type-specific threshold values are specified for each of the criteria and parcels that
meet all four tests are considered available for refill development capacity, which is used
by the location models in the same way as vacant development capacity.
Appendix A lists and defines all of the data elements from the land database that are used
by Metroscope. Appendix B describes how Metro determines which lands are vacant.
Appendix C describes in more detail how land data are processed in Metroscope.
The Land Filter
As noted above, the real estate location models currently lack a complete model of the
market for land. The model does incorporate a representation of the demand side of the
market for land. Given a quantity of land to develop, it can report how high or low the
price of land has to go to result in that much being developed. But because the model
doesn't know how much land would be made available for development at any particular
price, a market-clearing quantity of development cannot be determined. It is therefore
necessary to determine outside the real estate location models how much land and which
parcels will be made available for development in a given time period. This is
accomplished in the Land Filter.

3

For more information, see Technical Report: Refill Study by Metro Data Resource Center,
February 10, 1999.
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The land filter acts as a means of simulating the market supply function by identifying
which of the parcels in the region are potentially developable during each five-year
interval.4 Just because a parcel passes through the land filter does not necessarily mean
that the real estate location model will place any development on that parcel. Demand
must exist and the land attributes must be suitable for the type of demand before the
parcel is developed. The land filter behaves as a sieve for selecting which parcels are
available for potential development. The quantities of land that could develop in each
time period are determined by an expert panel and are an input to the model, not a
prediction by the model.
Two land filters are employed—one for residential land market and the other for the nonresidential land market. Additional research is still necessary to develop an endogenous
supply function or a routine that better simulates the availability of developable land.
Once the supply of available land is determined, the real estate location model is then
capable of solving for a market-clearing quantity and price for real estate. The attributes
of each parcel are then uniquely matched with the demand for land as given by the type
of demand. If there are surpluses or deficits between supply and demand quantities, land
and improvement prices are adjusted to strike a balance between supply and demand.
In the case of residential land, the available parcels are divided into six parcel-size
categories and a "developability index" is calculated for each parcel. The variables that
go into calculating the developability index are:
1. The amount of acreage in similar-sized parcels in the zone
2. The amount of vacant acreage in large parcels
3. A price factor
4. A new urban land infrastructure factor
5. A parcel-size-specific infrastructure factor
The the cutoff value for the developability index, and therefore the amount of land that
will be developed in each five-year period, are user inputs to Metroscope. Metro has
chosen to convene an expert panel to identify the total amount of land that will develop.
A cutoff value for the developability index is then set to yield that much land. The cutoff
value may be calibrated to produce stable land prices.
In the case of non-residential land, the available parcels are divided into eight floor-area
ratio (FAR) categories. A similar developability index could be developed and applied,
but the Land Filter currently makes available 25 percent of the developable land in each
FAR category in each time period

The model currently runs in five-year increments, so the land filter currently specifies how much land will
be developed in each five-year period.
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Post-Processing of Metroscope Output
After the location choice models have run, producing an allocation of housing and
employment to each analysis zone, their output is fed back to the land database through
the post-processing GIS component. The post-processor takes the zone-level information
about development and assigns it to individual parcels (tax lots). For small parcels, it
applies a one-to-one mapping of developed unit to parcel. For large parcels, it currently
uses proportional assignment, but will be modified to perform synthetic subdivision of
existing parcels. Appendix C describes in more detail how land data are processed in
Metroscope.
Figure 4: Data Flow between Location Models and Regional Land Information System
Development by Tax Lot

1

Land Data
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r
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I
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Internal Workings of the Real Estate Location Models
The following descriptions of the residential and non-residential real estate location
models provide an overview of how the models work and what variables they employ.
Detailed definitions of the variables, functions, parameters, and estimated parameter
values may be found in Appendices D and E.

Residential Model
The residential real estate location model works by adjusting price indices until the
quantity of housing units demanded, by tenure (owner- or renter-occupied), housing type
(single-family attached, single-family detached, or multi-family), and residential zone,
matches the quantity supplied.
Households are the consumers in the residential model and households are characterized
by dividing the total population of households into 64 categories, called HIAs, which are
combinations of four household size categories, four household income categories, and
four age-of-household-head categories (4 times 4 times 4 equals 64). In the future, the
number of HIA categories will be increased to 441, with seven categories for each of
household size and age of household head, and nine categories of household income.
Each household belongs to one category of household size, one income category, and one
category of age of household head. There currently are 64, and will be 441, possible
combinations of size, income, and age categories and every household is associated with
one such combination. Table 1 shows the definitions and base-year shares for the HIA
categories that will be used in the residential model as well as the shares in each five-year
increment through 2030.
Figure 5: HIA Categories

Household
Size (7)
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Table 1: Definitions of HIA Categories Used in Residential Model
' '
"• '
Category' '

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

:

v
2 0 0 0 . 2 0 0 5 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030
Range '•*•••. • Share Share Share Share Share'Share Share.

Household Size (persons)
28% 28% 29% 29%
32% 32% 31% 31%
17% 18% 18% 18%
14% 14% 14% 14%
6%
6%
6%
6%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
Household Income i[1989$)
under $5,000
6%
6%
7%
7%
$5,000 to 9,999
9%
9%
9%
9%
$10,000 to 14,999
9%
9%
9%
9%
17% 17% 16% 16%
$15,000 to 24,999
16% 16% 15% 15%
$25,000 to 34,999
18% 17% 17% 16%
$35,000 to 49,999
14% 14% 14% 14%
$50,000 to 74,999
6%
6%
7%
$75,000 to 99,999
7%
more than $100,000
5%
6%
6%
7%
Age of Household Head (years)
under 25 years
6%
6%
6%
6%
25 to 34 years
18% 17% 17% 16%
24% 22% 20% 19%
35 to 44 years
21% 21% 20% 19%
45 to 54 years
12% 15% 16% 16%
55 to 64 years
65 to 74 years
9%
9% 11% 12%
10% 10% 10% 11%
older than 75 years
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 or more

29%
30%
18%
14%
6%
2%
1%

30%
30%
18%
14%
6%
2%
1%

30%
30%
18%
14%
6%
2%
1%

7%
9%
10%
15%
15%
16%
13%
7%
7%

8%
10%
10%
15%
14%
16%
13%
8%
7%

8%
10%
10%
15%
14%
15%
13%
8%
7%

6%
16%
19%
18%
16%
13%
12%

6%
16%
19%
17%
15%
13%
13%

6%
16%
19%
17%
15%
13%
14%

The values assigned to each of the HIA categories come from the economic model and
are different in each five-year modeling period.
Housing units are characterized by tenure (owner- or renter-occupied) and type (singlefamily detached, single-family attached, and multifamily) and within each tenure class,
each housing unit is assigned to one of eight price categories.
Residential zones inside the model area are census tracts. There currently are 328
internal residential zones and five external zones. The external zones are: Columbia
County, Newberg, Yamhill County (except Newberg), North Marion County, and Salem,
providing the means of estimating how much of the four-county residential demand is
shifted outside the four-county region.
Every household needs a place to live, and the model maintains a one-to-one relationship
between households and housing units. Populations living in group quarters or in
homeless circumstances are not modeled. Households have a budget constraint, limiting
the amount they can spend on housing. The model predicts how much households in
each HIA category will spend on housing, given prices for housing and for other goods
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and services. This budget constraint currently is not used in the model, but may be
examined after the model runs.
The housing demand component of the residential model determines, across all
residential zones, how many units of each tenure type, housing type, and price level will
be consumed given the composite regional price. Appendix D describes in detail how
this is accomplished. It also determines the unit size and lot size for new construction.
The supply component of the model determines how many of each type of housing unit
to produce, and in which zones to produce them, in each time period. It also tracks the
quantity and quality of existing stock.
The housing location choice component predicts the proportion of households in each
combination of HIA category, tenure type, and primary worker employment zone that
will locate in each residential zone, given neighborhood amenities and relative prices.
All of these components operate on a given set of price indices. The model works by:
•

Estimating the regionwide quantity of housing units that will be demanded by
tenure class, type, and price category in the Demand Component.

•

Estimating the quantity of new units that will be built in each residential zone by
tenure class, unit type, and price category, as well as estimating unit sizes, lot
sizes, and amounts of buildable land consumed. The Supply Component also
tabulates the total number of units, including existing units, in each combination
of categories in each zone.

•

Assigning households to residential zones, tenure class, unit type, and price
category in the Location Component.

•

Comparing the numbers of units by tenure class, unit type, and price category,
that are available in each residential zone to the numbers of households assigned.
If the difference is small enough, the model is done for the current time period. If
not, the model adjusts the zone-price indices to reduce the difference between the
number of housing units demanded and the number supplied, and starts over.
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Figure 6: Process for Solving Residential Location Model
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The Demand Component

The demand component predicts tenure percents for each HIA category, owner and renter
prices for each HIA category, and the percents in each combination of unit type and
tenure for each HIA category. It also predicts single-family house size (in square feet),
rental unit size (in number of bedrooms), and number of earners per household for each
HIA category.
No variable in the model directly measures a household's wealth. The age of household
head variable picks up part of the wealth effect, though, resulting in much higher rates of
home ownership for lower-income, older households than for younger households with
the same income.
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The demand component predicts the percent owning and prices as functions of:
•

The demographic attributes represented by the HIA category

•

A weighted regionwide rental price index

•

A weighted regionwide house price index

•

A regionwide transportation price index

It predicts percents for the unit types as functions of:
•

The demographic attributes represented by the HIA category

•

Housing prices and rent levels by unit type

•

The differences between the price levels of single-family detached and other unit
types

It predicts owner-occupied and rental unit sizes from the demographic attributes
represented by the HIA category, given the price of land. It predicts the number of
vehicles a household will own from its demographic attributes and price indices for rental
prices, house prices, and transportation prices.
The Supply Component

The supply component performs a variety of accounting functions as well as predicting
the quantity and type of housing that will be built. It tracks the vintage stock, the price
distribution of vintage stock by zone, and land price distribution by zone. Vintage stock
is tracked by unit type and price category and depreciation is tracked as the model moves
through time.
The supply component incorporates all the costs of developing built space, including
transaction costs, development fees, building permits, system development charges, and
subsidies. The effects of policies that change these costs in general or for particular areas
may be modeled by adjusting the relevant parameters.
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The supply component estimates the price of land in a particular zone as a proportion of
the average price in the region as a function of:
•

Accessibility (from standardized travel times to all other zones)

•

Whether the zone is an infill area or not

•

Whether mixed uses are allowed

•

Whether the zone has good views

•

Whether the zone is prestigious

•

The jurisdiction the zone is in

•

The neighborhood the zone is in

•

The average structure size in the zone

•

The average structure age in the zone

The supply component estimates the capacity of a zone, measured in numbers of dwelling
units, as a function of:
•

The stock of vacant land in the zone

•

The predicted number of dwelling units per acre, subject to regulatory restrictions

•

The stock of land available for infill development in the zone

•

The predicted rate at which infillable land will be consumed in the zone (a
function of prices, demographic characteristics, average parcel size, and amount
of nearby vacant land). Note that this rate is determined in the model and can
vary over time as a result of policies and market factors

•

The stock of land available for redevelopment in the zone

•

The predicted rate at which redevelopable land will be consumed in the zone (a
function of prices, demographic characteristics, average parcel size, and amount
of nearby vacant land). Note that this rate is determined in the model and can
vary over time as a result of policies and market factors

•

The difference between existing and redeveloped capacity per acre in the zone

•

Predicted demolition rates for single- and multi-family units in the zone
(demolished units that are not redeveloped as residential) and corresponding lot
sizes

•

Predicted new construction in the zone (see below)
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The supply component predicts the amount of new construction by tenure, unit type, and
zone using the following procedure:
•

Compare regionwide demand with regionwide supply.

•

If demand exceeds supply, find, for each zone, the amount of demand that is for
units whose price exceeds construction costs in this zone.

•

In each zone, build the lesser of the number of units whose price exceeds
construction costs or the capacity of the zone (see above).

•

In each zone, distribute new construction to unit types based on share of demand.

•

Add up total regionwide supply (including new units) and compare to regionwide
demand. If there still is excess demand, record this amount. This amount is
reported by the model and is of interest when evaluating the policy implications
of a particular scenario. In particular it provides a measure of the amount of
housing subsidies that will be required. This is measured as the difference
between the number of units that the market would supply without a subsidy and
the number of units required to provide each household with a housing unit.

Construction costs, by unit type and zone, are estimated as a function of:
•

The greater of average single-family lot size in the zone or the minimum allowed
lot size

•

Land price in the zone

•

Development fees in the zone

•

The minimum structure size for the unit type

•

Construction costs per square foot for the unit type

•

A capital-land substitution parameter, which is a function of observed sales
prices, lot sizes, and estimated land prices.

The Location Component

The location component distributes households to residential zones. It uses a logit
framework, which assigns a probability to each of several discrete choices.5 The
probability of making any one choice is a function of the net value (benefits minus costs)
of that choice to the consumer and the net values of all other choices. The net value is

5

For a set of three choices (a, b, and c), with net values of Va, Vb, and Vc, respectively, the probability of

choosing a is —

— , where e is the natural base (approximately 2.718). The natural logarithm

e *+e *+e

c

of the denominator, called the "logsum" is a measure of the total value of all the available choices. Travel
models use the logit framework extensively, as travel behavior can be described as a series of choices (e.g.,
destination choice, route choice, and mode choice). The "logsum" is the measure of accessibility that the
travel model provides to both the residential and non-residential location models.
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estimated from the attributes of the choices and of the consumer. In the logit framework,
the probabilities always sum to one and, for a population of consumers with identical
attributes (e.g., members of the same HI A category), the probability of one consumer
making a particular choice also is the proportion of the population that will make that
choice.
Households are assigned to employment zones for the primary worker. For each
combination of employment zone, tenure class, and HIA category, the proportions of
households that will live in each residential zone is determined in a logit framework
where the net value of each choice (residential zone) is a function of:
•

Household income and household income interacted with travel time to work

•

The relative price of land in the residential zone interacted with income and with
travel time to work

•

The number of earners in the household (which is determined endogenously) and
the number of earners interacted with travel time to work

•

The relative house price in the zone

•

Travel time to work and travel time to work squared

•

The percentage of the regions housing units that have shorter travel times to work
than those in the residential zone being evaluated

The work locations of additional workers in a household are not explicitly included in the
model, but the number of workers in the household is, and households with more than
one worker are less sensitive to the work location of the primary worker.
The location component can work iteratively with the travel model, with each adjusting
to changes until a stable state is reached. The location model does work iteratively with
the portion of the demand component that predicts regionwide tenure choice percentages.
The equations and parameter estimates for the residential location model may be found in
Appendix D.

Non-Residential Model
The non-residential real estate location model works by adjusting price indices until the
quantity of developed space demanded, by space type and employment zone, matches the
quantity supplied.
In the non-residential model, employees are the consumers, acting as proxies for the
firms that employ them. Each employee is associated with an industry. Firms or
establishments (the portion of a firm that is at a particular address) are not directly
represented in the model at all.
Unlike the residential model, which maintains a fixed, one-to-one correspondence
between households and housing units, the non-residential model allows employees to
consume varying numbers of square feet of space from a zone-wide pool of space of a
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particular type. The amount of space an employee consumes depends on the price of
space and the relationship between price and quantity consumed can be different for each
combination of industry and space type.
The distribution of an industry's employees among space types depends on the industry
and the relative prices of space in different space types. The distribution of an industry's
employees among employment zones depends on the relative prices of space in different
zones and on the relative accessibility of the different zones to other business activity in
general, to other business activity in the same industry, and to households, where
employees come from.
The six space types used in the model are:
1. Manufacturing space
2. Warehousing space
3. Space for retailing and services
4. General office space
5. Space for medical uses
6. Space for government
There currently are 66 employment zones, the boundaries of which are shown in
Figure 7. The employment zones are aggregations of census tracts and so are also
aggregations of residential zones. There currently are no external zones in the nonresidential model. The economic model that supplies the non-residential model with
regionwide employment predictions does take into account real-estate market conditions
within the region when predicting regional employment. Unlike in the residential model,
where households that don't locate inside the region likely will locate just outside the
region (many have jobs inside the region), areas that compete with Portland for business
location are mostly far outside the region (e.g., Seattle, Austin, San Jose, etc.).
The quantity of space of a particular type supplied in a particular zone is a function of:
•

The price index for that combination of space type and zone

•

The cost of building that type of space

•

The cost of buildable land in that zone

•

Constraints on the amount of space per acre that is allowed to be built in that zone
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Figure 7: Metroscope Employment Zones

Each space type has its own parameter for elasticity of substitution between capital and
land and its own set of parameters that determine the cost per square foot of building
space as a function of the floor area ratio (the ratio of built space to land area). These
parameters are estimated and calibrated outside the model.
The quantity of space demanded is determined separately for each of 14 industries:
1. Agricultural Services
2. Construction
3. Nondurable Goods Manufacturing
4. Durable Goods, Metals, and Paper Manufacturing
5. High-Tech Manufacturing
6. Transport and Warehousing
7. Communications and Utilities
8. Wholesale Trade
9. Retail Trade
10. Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
11. Consumer Services
12. Health Services
13. Business and Professional Services
14. Government
For each industry, the model estimates the quantity of space by space type demanded in
each employment zone as a function of:
•

The price indices for each combination of space type and zone

•

Region-wide employment in that industry

•

The proportion of employment in each space type when the price index is one.

•

The square feet of space per employee in each space type when the price index is
one.

•

The number of acres of developed non-residential land in each employment zone
(used in determining access)

•

Travel costs to all other zones (used in determining access)

•

Access to employment in all industries in all employment zones

•

Access to employment in the same industry in all employment zones

•

Access to all households in all employment zones.
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Access is measured as weighted travel costs from all other zones where travel costs are
logsums (see above) from the travel model converted to standardized minutes of travel
time. A separate measure of access to employment in the same industry allows the model
to capture the agglomerative tendencies exhibited by many industries.
Parameters in the demand function include:
•

Cross price elasticities of demand (beta) for space types for each combination of
industry and space type. The sum of all cross price elasticites is constrained to
zero.

•

A parameter (gamma) for each combination of industry and space type that relates
the square feet per employee to the cost of space per square foot

•

A parameter (alpha) for each combination of space type and employment zone
that relates the location choice to relative prices between zones.

•

A set of three parameters (A) for each industry that weight the three accessibility
measures (accessibility to households, accessibility to all employment, and
accessibility to employment in the same industry).

•

A set of two parameters (B) for each industry that weight travel cost and travel
cost squared in constructing the accessibility measures.

These parameters are estimated and calibrated outside the model.
The equations and parameter estimates for the non-residential location model may be
found in Appendix E.
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Sensitivity Analysis and Model Validation
As of this writing, Metroscope has not yet been run folly once. It is therefore not
possible to report the results of sensitivity analyses or validation tests. The components
of Metroscope, however have existed as standalone models before their incorporation
into Metroscope. The Economic and Travel models have been extensively tested and the
results of those tests are reported elsewhere. Earlier versions of the residential and nonresidential location models were subjected to sensitivity tests and the residential location
model was validated through an ex-ante forecast.
The sensitivity tests on the residential location model show that it is most sensitive to
changes in the amount of land that is specified will develop in each model increment
(five-year period). With too little available land (less than 12,000 to 14,000 acres in any
five-year period), prices soar and expected growth cannot be accommodated. With too
much available land, prices are driven down to unreasonable levels.
The non-residential location model is most sensitive to changes in access. For example,
if routes crossing the Columbia River become too congested, employment in Clark
County, Washington increases significantly, at the expense of employment in Portland's
central business district and elsewhere on the Oregon side.
The residential location model also is sensitive to changes in access, whether they result
from changes in the road system, the transit system, or just increasing congestion.
The residential location model, as it existed in 1997, was validated by running it from
1970 to 1995. Forecasts of the number of dwelling units in each district (the model then
used 20 districts rather than the 328 internal and five external zones in the current
version) for 1980 (ten years out) were off by an average of five percent, and forecasts for
1990 (20 years out) were off by an average of 20 percent.
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Strengths and Weaknesses of Metroscope
Metroscope was designed to serve as a tool for evaluating land use and transportation
policies by showing their effects on the location of households and businesses in the
region. It also provides additional information of interest to policymakers, including
housing construction and occupancy by tenure, type, size, lot size, and price, and nonresidential development by use, square footage, floor-area ratio, and price. In addition, it
provides a measure of the market's ability to supply the region's housing needs under the
land availability levels specified. This measure is expressed as the number of households
without a placed to live after the model equilibrates. The travel model provides
information about travel times, mode choice, and road-segment loadings. Metroscope
does all this today, something few competing models can claim, and it does it at least as
well as those few.
To achieve the goal of providing this type of information from available data and in a
timely manner, certain trade-offs were made. The models work off available data, which
limits the number and grain of the variables that may be included. And the location
models lack a complete representation of the market for land, necessitating that the
analyst specify how much land will be developed in each five-year period.
The limitations imposed by available data may be overcome by collecting and refining
new data series. Metro's Data Resource Center has a process for identifying and
prioritizing data development efforts. Over time, new variables can be added to the
models to improve their accuracy. While this documentation was being written, variables
were added to reflect urban renewal areas and known future changes in zoning.
The limitations imposed by the lack of a complete model of the market for land currently
are addressed through the Land Filter. A better solution might be to add a representation
of the land market to the location models. The Land Filter would still play an important
role in selecting which of the available parcels develop first, but the model itself would
determine how many of the available parcels get developed in any five-year period.
The supply of available land is already known to the model. There is a known quantity of
land within the boundaries of each zone, and legal restrictions on the use of that land
already are overlaid on it in the GIS database. The model currently knows of only one
use for that land—development. By adding a representation of demand for other uses,
the model could determine how much land will develop and how much will remain in
other uses. Development demand can push the price of land up, and thereby obtain more
land for development when the demand for development is sufficient, but lack of
development demand cannot push the price of land below what alternative uses are
willing to pay.
Many of the complications that result from different parcels having different
development costs could be avoided by making those distinctions in the developer model.
All land would be priced as bare, unimproved land in the land model. If a particular
parcel already had sewer and water infrastructure in place, for example, their cost would
be added in the developer model at what it would cost to add them, which is what
developers would be willing to pay for them when they bought the land. Developers
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aren't indifferent to infrastructure availability or to other attributes that affect the speed
and profitability of development, though. The Land Filter would still play an important
role in identifying the parcels most likely to develop first.
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Appendix A: Land Data Used by Metroscope
The following fields are extracted from Metros Regional Land Information
System(RLIS) for use by Metroscope. The fieldnames preceded by an asterisk are
publicly available in Metro's RLIS Lite distribution.
*TLNO

Parcel Identification Number

BLDGCLASS

Code for building use. Supplied by County Assessors. The categories
vary by county.

LANDCLASS

Code for land use. Available for Clackamas County only; supplied by
County Assessor. 31 categories.

* LANDVAL

Market value of the land in the parcel in dollars. Supplied by County
Assessors.

* BLDGVAL

Market value of improvements on the parcel in dollars. Supplied by
County Assessors.

* TOTALVAL

Sum of LANDVAL and BLDGVAL. (Note: Market values will be
present for every occurence of a TLNO. Don't sum them up!)

PROP_CODE

Generalized landuse code from County Assessors.

* LANDUSE

Standardized PROP_CODE codes. Categories are: AGR
(Agriculture), COM (Commercial), FOR (Forest), IND (Industrial)
MFR (Multi-family residential), PUB (Public/semi-public), RUR
(Rural), SFR (Single family residential), and VAC (Undeveloped).

* COUNTY

County in which parcel is located. Codes are: C (Clackamas), M
(Multnomah), W (Washington), and R (Clark).

EXMCODE

Tax exempt code. Supplied by County Assessors. The categories vary
by county.

VAC

Code for vacant or developed status. Categories are: 1 (vacant), 5
(vacant, under site development), 8 (developed), and 0 (no data—rural).
Note: partially vacant parcels are split into separate records.

AMTVAC

Indicates whether a vacant taxlot is fully or partially vacant.
Categories are: F (fully vacant) and P (partially vacant).

*PLAN

Local Comprehensive Plan designation. Supplied by local
jurisdictions. Categories vary by jurisdiction.
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* JURNAME

Name of jurisdiction

* ZONE

Local zoning designation. Supplied by local jurisdictions. Categories
vary by jurisdiction.

* UGB

Whether the taxlot is inside or outside the Urban Growth Boundary.
Categories are: 0 (outside) and 1 (inside).

DGNTYPE

Metro 2040 design type designation.

* SLOPE
EXCEPT

Indicator of steep slopes. Categories are: 25 (25% or greater slope)
and 0 (less than 25% slope).
Exception lands (land outside the UGB zoned for uses other than farm
or forest. Categories are: 1 (exception land) and 0 (resource land—not
exception land).

AREAPOLY

Area of the polygon in square feet.

ACRES

Area of the polygon in acres.

*CT

Census tract

*TAZ

Traffic analysis zone (1260 zone system)

* ZONE_CLASS Aggregation of local zoning designations into 26 standardized
designations. Categories are:
FF

Agriculture or Forestry- activities suited to commercial scale agricultural
production, typically with lot sizes of 30 acres or more.

RRFU

Rural or Future Urban- residential uses permitted on rural lands or areas
designated for future urban development, with minimum lot sizes of one acre or
more.

SFR1

Single Family 1- detached housing with minimum lot sizes from 20,000 square
feet and up.

SFR2

Single Family 2- detached housing with minimum lot sizes ranging from 12,000
to 20,000 square feet.

SFR3

Single Family 3- detached housing with minimum lot sizes ranging from 8,500
to 12,000 square feet.

SFR4

Single Family 4- detached housing with minimum lot sizes from 6,500 to 8,500
square feet.
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SFR5

Single Family 5- detached housing with minimum lot sizes ranging from 5,500
to 6,500 square feet.

SFR6

Single Family 6- detached housing with minimum lot sizes from 4,000 to 5,500
square feet.

SFR7

Single Family 7- detached housing with minimum lot sizes ranging from 0 to
4,000 square feet.

MFR4

Multi-family 4- housing accommodating densities greater than 100 units. This is
the densest of the multi-family zones and would require greater use of vertical
space and buildings with multiple stories.

MFR1

Multi-family 1- housing and or duplex, townhouse and attached single-family
structures allowed outright. Maximum net allowable densities range from 2 to
25 units per acre, with height limits usually set at 2 1/2 to 3 stories.

MFR2

Multi-family 2- housing accommodating densities ranging from 25 to 50 units
per acre. Buildings may exceed three stories in height.

CN

Neighborhood Commercial- small scale commercial districts permitting retail
and service activities such as grocery stores and laundromats supporting the
local residential community. Floor space and/or lot size is usually limited from
5,000 to 10,000 square feet.

CG

General Commercial- larger scale commercial districts, often with a more
regional orientation for providing services. Businesses offering a wide variety
of goods and services are permitted and include highway and strip commercial
zones.

CC

Central Commercial- allows a full range of commercial activities typically
associated with central business districts. More restrictive than general
commercial in the case of large lot and highway oriented uses, but usually
allows multi-story development.

CO

Office Commercial- districts accommodating a range of business, professional
and medical office facilities, typically as a buffer between residential areas and
more intensive uses.

IL

Light Industrial- districts permitting warehousing and light processing and
fabrication activities. May allow some commercial activities.

IH

Heavy Industrial- districts permitting light industrial and more intensive
industrial activities such as bottling, limited chemical processing, heavy
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manufacturing and similar uses.
IMU

Mixed Use Industrial- districts accommodating a mix of light manufacturing,
office and retail uses.

IA

Industrial Area- districts designated exclusively for manufacturing, industrial,
warehouse and distribution related operations.

MUC1 Mixed Used Center 1- combines residential and employment uses in town
centers, main streets and corridors.
MUC2 Mixed Use Center 2- combines residential and employment uses in light rail
station areas and regional centers.
MUC3 Mixed Use 3- combines residential and employment uses in central city
locations. Mixed use is weighted toward residential development.
POS

Parks and Open Space

PF

Public Facilities

MFR3 Multi-family 3 - housing accommodating densities ranging from 50 to 100
units.

* PLAN_CLASS Aggregation of local planning designations into 26 standardized
designations. Categories are the same as for ZONE_CLASS above.
X-COORD

Latitude

Y-COORD

Longitude

* SCHL_DIST

School district property. Categories are: 1 (school district property)
and 0 (not school district property).
Federal, state, county or city government property. Categories are: 1

* GOV

(government property) and 0 (not government property).
FUTURE_ZONE Designations for future zoning for Damascus and Clackamas County.
TIER

Implementation phase for future zoning.

URB RENEW

Urban renewal areas.
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Appendix B: How Metro Determines Vacant Land
by Metro Staff
This procedure was developed by Metro's Data Resource Center for in-house use. The Vacant
Lands Inventory is updated annually using orthorectified digital air photography. References are
made to software and commands that are specific to ESRI's Arc/Info products.

PROCEDURE (OVERVIEW):
•

400 scale maps (checkplots) are created for each quarter township illustrating the
previous year's vacant land, current taxlots, and geocoded building permits issued within
18 months of the date of the photography flight.

•

Concurrently, orthophotos are printed at the same scale for each quarter township in the
region.

•
•

The two plots are overlaid on a light table and the checkplot is marked to reflect changes
that occurred during the previous year.
Those changes are then updated in the Vacant Lands coverage using on-screen-digital
orthophotography, with the hardcopy marked-up map as a reference.

PROCEDURE (DETAILED):
STEP 1: CREATE PLOTS in groups of four sections (photo-id) for each of the air photos.
Run the following ami with a spool that includes all sections within the Urban Growth
Boundary and current Urban Reserves.
Usage: &r/PARCEL/AML/VACLND <county> <photo ld>
STEP 2: LIGHT TABLE WORK:
Overlay the current orthophoto with last year's vacant lands map. Delineate areas of change or
error. The geocoded building permits will act as flags to identify areas of development activity.
These changes and corrections will be updated in the Vacant Lands coverage attribute "VAC".
'VAC" DEFINITIONS:
•

THE "VAC" DESIGNATION REFLECTS WHAT IS SEEN ON THE PHOTO, REGARDLESS
OF THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF TAXLOTS OR BUILDING PERMITS ON THE
CHECKPLOT. DO NOT CONSIDER DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL WHEN APPLYING THE
FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS.
VAC = 1 - VACANT. The area is void of all permanent structures, landscaping, man-made
features. It is agricultural, forested or otherwise undeveloped.
VAC = 5 - AREA UNDER SITE DEVELOPMENT. The area is in transition from vacant to
developed. This is evident by ground clearing, streets or other utility features. No buildings
are present. The taxlot basemap may or may not match the development pattern on the air
photo.
VAC = 8 - DEVELOPED. All areas containing structures, including parking lots, landscaping,
and any outbuildings on the taxlot. All parks and subdivision common areas are developed.
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MARK-UP GUIDELINES:
•

Delineate areas where errors or changes are apparent from the previous inventory.
Typical flow of development occurs as VACANT - > UNDER SITE DEVELOPMENT - >
DEVELOPED. The "UNDER SITE DEVELOPEMNT" stage is missed if it occurs during the
year between photos.

•

However, each lot should be evaluated independently since it is possible for a lot to return
to VACANT from DEVELOPED. Care must be taken to evaluate the previous year's
entire inventory against the current photography.

The Half Acre Rule
If a taxlot has a vacant portion that is 1/2 acre (100'x200') or larger, the lot is defined as
partially vacant and partially developed. Delineate a polygon around the developed portion,
which will include buildings, landscaped yards, etc. and code developed (vac = 8).
The remaining portion, (greater than 1/2 acre) is coded vacant (vac = 1).

PLOT MARK-UP CHECKLIST:
Update the status of each taxlot from the previous year. Building permits act as a good
flag to draw the eye to areas of activity. '
Correct errors from previous years.
•
•

Consider back-of-lot vacant portions with the 1/2-acre rule.
Check delineation of buildings and outbuildings on large lots.
Mark polygons which extend beyond quarter township boundaries ONLY on the NORTH

and WEST sides of the plot.
Parks are developed. Subdivision common areas are parks.
Streets - no differentiation between vacant and developed is necessary in streets.
Check registration. Vacant land polygons should be properly registered to the taxlot base.
Highlight sliver polygons.
Spot-check the remaining areas for changes and/or errors. Look for lots that have changed
from DEVELOPED to VACANT.
STEP 3: SCREEN DIGITIZE CHANGES identified on the check plot.
•

Using the marked-up checkplot, make the identified updates and corrections to the
VAC<current year> coverage in ArcEdit.

•

The current air photo and tax lot lines will be used as back coverages to identify linework
to be SELECTed and PUT into the vacant land coverage. Delete sliver polygons.
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•

If it is unclear whether a building exists due to excessive tree cover, etc, assessed
building value can be used as a guideline.

•

Adjacent vacant or developed polygons can be merged together, as long as the halfacre rule has been applied to each taxlot. Do not DISSOLVE the Vacant Lands
coverages.

•

When new polygons are created, add a label point and calc the item value for VAC to 1,
5, or 8.

•

Upon completion of each quarter township checkplot, set DRAWENVIRONMENT to
ARCINTERSECT and make intersection and node error corrections. SAVE, exit and run
BLDERR* to a copy of the working coverage.

•

Any label errors should be corrected on the copy.

•

If the copy is error free, it becomes the edit coverage. Proceed to the next check plot
until the township is complete.

•

Save and build coverages often.

STEP 4: QUALITY CONTROL. In addition to the incremental QC topology checks described
above, do a township-wide ARCPLOT polygonshade of the item VAC categories to ensure
attributes are correct. Then RESELECT the same attributes in the old vacant land coverage and
polygonshade them in the background. The shade patterns should be similar.
STEP 5: Rename previous year's vacant land in $<COUNTY>/county/vac as vac<year>. Add
the new coverage to the central database as $<COUNTY>/county/vac.
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Appendix C: How Land Data are Processed In Metroscope
by Sonny Conder

Transportation level of service and land availability are the two most important factors in
determining urban development in Metroscope. This importance reflects the fact that in
the actual urban real estate market, transportation and land are indeed the most important
factors. Below we will discuss in detail how the land resource is used in the Metroscope
modeling process. We have four classes of land resources divided by location and
development density. These four classes of land resource are vacant urban land inside the
four-county economic region, vacant rural land the within the four-county economic
region, vacant urban land in Columbia, Marion and Yamhill Counties and redevelopment
and infill urban land within the four-county economic region. Depending on economic
and policy circumstances, all four classes of land are eligible to receive some of the
growth forecast for the four-county economic region.

Land Data Tabulated at the Parcel Level.
All land resources in the four-county area are identified and evaluated at the tax lot level.
Land not considered useable for residential and nonresidential real estate is excluded
from the analysis. Excluded lands include bodies of water, wetlands, environmentally
protected areas and areas reserved for exclusive farm and forestry uses. Data collected
for each parcel include the present legally allowable capacity of the tax lot, the size of the
tax lot, and economic data such as assessor's improvement and land value. In addition
tax lots with governmental and nonprofit ownership are noted. All tax lots are assigned
an x-y coordinate to insure precise spatial location along with label data indicating in
which census tract and traffic analysis zone they are located. The exceptions to the above
process are the five zones outside the four-county economic region. In these zones we
assume an urban land capacity sufficient over a 20-year period to produce an additional
5,000 housing units in each zone.
At this point, all tax lots comprising developed urban land in the four-county economic
region are scrutinized to determine their potential for redevelopment and infill ("refill").
Tax lots having at least one unit of capacity above their legal minimum are identified
along with their improvement and land value. "Oversized" tax lots with improvement
values below a stated minimum and land values greater than a stated minimum are
included in the five-year available land resource. "Oversized" tax lots not meeting the
improvement and land value criteria are retained in the database and reevaluated every
five years as real estate prices change. Similarly, any rezoning that changes the legal
capacity of a given area necessitates an additional data base query to identify the
additional tax lots that may be "refill" candidates.

Land Resources Aggregated to Model Useable Form.
The real estate and transportation models cannot directly use the 600,000 plus tax lots
that describe the land base of the four-county region. To make the data useable for the
real estate models the residential land is aggregated into 328 census tracts plus five
external zones. The nonresidential data are aggregated into 66 employment zones.
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Residential data are classified by parcel size and zoning capacity. Nonresidential lands
are classified by zoning type and floor to area ratio categories.

Using a "Land Filter " to Proxy the Operation of the Raw Land Submarket.
To this point we have compiled all the land resource available for an indefinite future
time period. However, our growth models work on a five-year basis. What is critical to
the modeling is the quantity and location of buildable land in a five-year period. At
present the supply side of the models will provide additional land to the market as long as
demand prices exceed supply cost. Real estate producers are conceptualized as income
earners who must continue producing in order to earn income. Only when real estate
producers costs exceed demand prices, will they cease production.
In reality much of the raw land market operates as a sub-market dominated by investors
who maximize the value of the asset over time. As a consequence given falling or stable
real estate prices, these investors remove raw land from the market or continue to require
a selling price far above what developers can afford to pay. The result is that much less
land becomes available for building than what the model calculates. A second
complication involves the availability of infrastructure to make raw land buildable at
urban densities. Planning, financing and building infrastructure requires considerable
time particularly for former rural land that has been included within the Urban Growth
Boundary.
In order to reasonably represent the raw land sub-market and the time lags in providing
infrastructure we have implemented a "land filter" process that accounts for real estate
price changes in each census tract, lot sizes and whether infrastructure is available.
Rather than formally model these factors we are using a spreadsheet based algorithm to
account for them and manually evaluating each census tract on a five-year basis using
"expert" judgement on whether more or less raw land should be available in a particular
area.
At present for nonresidential real estate we simply assume that under conditions of
increasing or stable real estate prices 25% of the total nonresidential land resource will be
available in each five-year period. For cases of slack demand and falling prices we
greatly reduce that figure and conversely for cases of excess demand and increasing
prices we increase the percentage.

Locating Metroscope Output on the Tax Lots Used in the Model.
Metroscope also uses a "post processor" that takes land use allocations made at the
census tract and employment zone level and assigns them back to the individual tax lots
used in the model. The basis of assignment is usually by land use designation with
respect to land use type and allowable density. In this fashion Metroscope creates a
synthetic landscape at the tax lot level and accounts for the land resource that was used to
supply residential and nonresidential real estate growth.
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Appendix D: Residential Model Equations and Parameter
Estimates
By Sonny Conder

Housing Demand Module
Housing demand stems from the regional change in households in each 5 year projection
period. The change in households is subdivided by household size class, income class
and age of head of household class. We can break each class into various groups which
yields anywhere from 10 to 128 classes of household size, income and age. We refer to
these household classes as "HIA's".
In this section of the model for each of the HIA classes we first compute tenure - rent or
own- as a binomial choice as a function of HIA status and prices (adjusted as appropriate
for location rent) of chosen, substitute and complimentary goods. We then compute for
renters and owners an estimate of rent level or house price as a function of HIA status
and prices of substitute and complimentary goods (again adjusted for location rent). For
both owner and renter we compute for each HIA class the expected single family price
and the expected monthly rent for each HIA class at each iteration of the model. We
have specified the model for housing prices and rents to be a percent of an asymptotic
maximum subject to an equilibrium price multiplier. This allows the housing price
distribution to be updated to new initial conditions and allows it to vary robustly to
changes in supply and demand growth.
For both owner and renter we estimate demand for three housing types - single family
detached (traditional homes and manufactured homes), single family attached (row
house, townhouse), and multifamily (condominiums, apartments). We are presently
implementing the choice with multnomial choice equations for owners and renters. In the
demand module we also estimate the size of owner occupied housing and the number of
bedrooms of renter occupied housing as a function of HIA status and price. As an adjunct
to the housing demand module we also calculate the number of earners and number of
vehicles per household by HIA category.
All housing demand equations we specify in real dollar terms relative to 1995. Housing
price changes relative to the 1995 baseline produce changes in tenure, house type,
housing consumption (house size distribution) and lot size. We point out here that lot
size changes as a result of both the house size distribution changing and producers
changing the ratio of capital to land as the square foot prices of each change.
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Housing Demand Equations:
A.

Tenure computation by HIA class:
PRCNTOWN™ = {EXP{-b0 - bx (AGEHD) + b2 (AGEHDSQ) - b, (INC) + b4 (INCSQ)

j

+ b5(HSZE) +
b6(RX)-b1(HX)-bB(TX))}/{\
bx (A GEHD) + b2 (AGEHDSQ) - b3 (INC) + b4 (INCSQ)
+ b5 (HSZE) + b6 (RX) - bn (HX) - b, (TX))}

2.) PRCNTRENTHIA = [1 -PRCNTOWNH1A]
Where:
(All variables are in logarithms unless otherwise specified.)
PRCNTRENTHIA: Percentage of each of the HIA classes that chooses to
rent
HSZE: Household size class
AGEHD: Age of head of household
INC: Income level of household; measured at midpoint of class.
RX,HX,TX : Weighted rent, housing and transportation price index for
area / at iteration K for a particular HIA category except for TX which is a
constant within the region.
AGESQ: Square of age of head of household
PRCNTOWNHIA : Percentage of each of the HIA classes that chooses to
own.
B.

House price and monthly rent computation by HIA class:

OWN:PRC?'A =({EXP(bo
+b1(AGEHD)-b2(AGESQ)-bJ(INC)
+ b4 (INCSQ) - bs (HSZE) + b6 (RX) + b7 (TX))} /{I + EXP(bo - bx (AGEHD) +
b2 (A GESQ) - b3 (INC) + i>4 (INCSQ) - b5 (HSZE) + b6 (RX) + bn (TX))]})
(MAXPRQ(PRCIKEQUILIBRIUMMULTIPLIER)
RENT: MRENT,HIA - {{EXP(b0 - bx (A GEHD) + b2 (A GEHSQ)
- b3 (INC) + b4 (INCSQ) + b5 (HSZE) + b6 (HX) - b, (TX))} /{I + EXP(b0 - b{ (AGEHD)
4.)
+ b2 (A GESQ) - b3 (INC) + b4 (INCSQ) + b5 (HSZE) + b6 (HX) - b7 (TX))
})(MAXRENT)(PRCIKEQUILIBRIUMMULTIPLIER)
Where:
OWN:PRC"IA: For those choosing to own, the house price level that a
give HIA class will pay in 1995$. This amount is given as a.) a baseline
with 1995 household expenditure and consumption patterns held constant,
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and b.) with real prices and consumption allowed to vary. Bid prices for
each HIA class are grouped into 8 price classes /.
RENT: MRENT"IA : For those choosing to rent, the monthly rent level
that a given HIA class will pay in 1995$. This amount is given as a.) a
baseline with 1995 household expenditure and consumption patterns held
constant, and b.) with real rents and consumption allowed to vary. Bid
rents for each HIA class are grouped into 8 rent classes /.
MAXPRC: An asymptotic limit on the price for the topmost price class.
MAXRENT: An asymptotic limit on the monthly rent for the topmost rent
class.
PRCIKEQUILIBRIUMMULTIPLIER : A constant for each area and
tenure determined as part of the mathematical programming routine that
shifts prices and rents up or down to satisfy the behavioral equations,
identities and constraints of the program solution. In the baseline run this
value is set at one; otherwise it may vary from .25 to 10. This factor,
variable by geography, may be loosely interpreted as "location rent".
C. Housing type (single family detached, single family attached and multifamily) by
tenure:
5.)
RENT: %MFDHIA = {EXP(-ao + b, (HSZE) + b2 (JNC) - b3 (A GESQ) - b4 (RENT: MFD)
+ b5 (MFD) - b6 (MFD * HSZE) - b7 (MFD * INC)
+ bz (MFD * A GESQ) + bg (RENTDIFF : MFD))} / ]T (RENTUTIL)m

RENT: %SFAHIA = {EXP(-a0 + b, (HSZE) + b2 (INC) - b, (AGESQ)
- b4 (RENT : SFA) + b5 (SFA) - b6 (SFA * HSZE) - b7 (SFA * INC)
6#)

+ b, (SFA * AGESQ) + b9 (RENDIFF : SFA))}I ]T (RENTUTIL)m
m

RENT: %SFDH1A = {EXP(-ao + \ (HSZE) + b2 (INC) - b3 (AGESQ)
7v)

- b4(RENT: SFD))}/]T

(RENTUTIL)m
m

OWN: %SFDHIA = {EXP(a0 + b, (HSZE) + b2 (INC) -b3(AGESQ)-b4(HPRC:
8.)

SFD))}

/^(OWNUTIL)
K=\
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OWN : %SFAHIA = {EXP{ao + b, (HSZE) + b2 (INC) - b, (AGESQ) - b4 (HPRC : SFA)
- b5 (SFA) - b6 (SFA * HSZE) - b7 (SFA * INC) + b% (SFA * A GESQ)
+ bg (PRCDIFF : SFA))} I £

(OWNUTIL)K

K=\

OWN: %MFDHIA = {EXP(a0 + bx (HSZE) + b2 (INC) - b3 (AGESQ)
- b4 (HPRC: MFD) - b5 (MFD) - b6 (MFD * HSZE) - b7 (MFD * INC)
J

10.)

+ b% (MFD * A GESQ) + bg (PRCDIFF : MFD))} / £
K=\

(OWNUTIL)K

Where:
(Variables are not in logarithms.)
RENT: %MFDHIA : Percent of households choosing to rent that choose
multifamily dwelling units by HIA class.
RENT:%SFAHIA : Given rent choice and choice of single family, the
percentage of renters choosing single family attached.
RENT: %SFDmA: Percent of households in a particular HIA class
choosing to rent single family detached dwelling units.
0WN:%SFDHIA: Percentage of owners choosing single family detached.
0WN:%SFAHIA : Percentage of owners choosing single family attached.
OWN:%MFDHIA: Percentage of owners choosing multi-family dwelling
units.
SFD: Single family detached generic label: 1 if; 0 otherwise.
SFA: Single family attached generic label; 1 if; 0 otherwise.
RENT: SFD, MFD, SFA : Rent level by housing type
RENTDIFF : SFA, MFD: Rent difference between SFD and other housing
types.
MFD: Multi family generic label; 1 if; 0 otherwise.
HPRC: SFD, SFA, MFD: House price by housing type.
PRCDIFF : SFA, MFD: House price difference between SFD and other
housing types.
RENTUTIL: Total utility of renting - sum of SFD, MFD and SFA
equations.
OWNUTIL: Total utility of owning - sum of SFD, MFD and SFA
equations.
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D. Single family house size, multi-family number of bedrooms, number of earners and
number of vehicles per household equations
11.)

OWNSZE = EXP{b0 - bx (INC) + b2 (INCSQ) + b3 (HSZE) - b4 (HX))

12.)

RENTSZE = EXP{-bo + bx (INC) - b2 (INCSQ) + b3 (HSZE) - b4 (RX))
NVEHLS = EXP(-bo + bx (AGE) - b2 (AGESQ) + b3 (INC) - b4 (INCSQ)
+ bs(HSZE) +
b6(RX)-b1(HX)-bB(TX))
NEARNS = EXP(-b0 + bx (A GE) - b2 (A GESQ) + b3 (INC) - b4 (INCSQ)
+ bs(HSZE)-b6(TX)

Where:
(Variables are in logarithms.)
OWNSZE : Size in sq. ft. of newly constructed owner occupied housing
by HIA and location.
RENTSZE: Size in number of bedrooms of newly constructed renter
occupied housing by HIA and location.
NVEHLS: Number of vehicles per household by HIA and location.
NEARNS: Number of earners per household by HIA and location.
This completes the housing demand section of the model. The quantities above are then
summed by HIA to arrive at demand totals at each model iteration for a particular
jurisdiction for each 5 time period. As is indicated in the demand equations owner prices
and monthly rents we adjust to be consistent with the production cost, location choice and
location capacity sections of the model subject to the household expenditure constraint
section documented below.
Household Budget Expenditure Constraint Module
Housing consumption, expressed as a percentage of the annual household budget devoted
to it, varies markedly by income level and cross sectionally by level of housing prices and
rents. Low income groups devote a higher proportion to housing than do high income
groups. Moreover, households identical in size, income and age of head may devote
dramatically different shares to housing depending on the relative cost of housing in the
regions in which they live. Literature indicates that housing is a superior composite good
with a very restricted and asymmetric elasticity of cross substitution between product
types. In a word people need shelter almost before everything else and while people
eagerly switch from renter to owner status whenever circumstances allow it, they almost
never switch from owner to renter. Literature indicates that the short term price elasticity
for housing consumption is very low; in other words it is very inelastic. Given excess
demand prices will rise and an increasing share of household income will be devoted to
housing. However, other work shows that the long term supply compensated price
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elasticity is roughly one. Given enough time to work and no restrictions on supply, the
market will act to bring demand prices back to an equilibrium level. However, in regions
with housing supply restrictions (cost of entry in the market is very high relative to
demand) and for households whose demand price falls below the threshold level for new
housing production long run price adjustment may never occur or may be very slow.
In the context of achieving price equilibrium in the regional housing market all of the
above greatly complicates the ex ante housing demand equations we specified in the prior
section. Based on our literature review and data from the American Housing Survey and
the Annual Survey of Consumer Expenditure we constrained housing expense as a
function of a set of 5 pseudo-translog consumer cost equations. The equations relate total
housing expenditures and prices to all other household expenditures and prices. Based on
data from both low and high housing cost regions the equations provide a realistic
depiction of how household budgets adjust to changes in housing prices. In interpreting
results however, we need keep in mind that the equations estimate average budget shares;
not marginal budget shares. Households actually buying homes or renegotiating rent
contracts may experience dramatically different cost impacts.

Household Budget Share Equations
FOOD = EXP(b0 -bx(INC) + b2(INCSQ) + b3(AGE) - b4(AGESQ) + b5(HSZE)
15.)
- b6 (FDX) + b7 (FDX * HRX) - bg (FDX * TX)
+ b9 (FDX * HLX) - bw (FDX * OTX))
HOUSE = EXP(b0 -bt (INC) + b2(INCSQ) + b3(AGE) -b4(AGESQ) + b5(HSZE)
16.)
-b6 (HRX) + b7 (HRX * FDX) - b% (HRX * TX)
+ b9 (HRX * HLX) - bw (HRX * OTX))
TRANS = EXP(-bo + b, (INC) - b2 (INCSQ) - b3 (A GE) - b4 (A GESQ) + b5 (HSZE)
17.)
+b6 (TX) - b7 (TX * FDX) - bs (TX * HRX)
- b9 (TX * HLX) + bi0 (TX * OTX))
HEALTH = EXP(-b0 + bx (INC) - b2 (INCSQ) - b3 (AGE) + b4 (GESQ) + b5 (HSZE)
18.)
+b6 (HLX) + b7 (HLX * FDX) + b% (HLX * HRX)
- b9 (HLX * TX) + blQ (HLX * OTX))
OTHER = EXP(b0 -bx(INC) + b2(INCSQ) + b,(AGE)-b4(AGESQ) + b5(HSZE)
19.)
- b6 (OTX) - b7 (OTX * FDX) - bs (OTX * HRX)
+ b9 (OTX * TX) + bw (OTX * HLX))
20.) RX = RENT: MRENT, I RENT: MRENTBB
21.)HX = OWN : PRC, I OWN: PRCBB
22.) HRX = (RENTDU * RX + OWNDU * HX) /(RENTDU + OWNDU)
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Where:
(Variables are in logarithms.)
FOOD : Amount spent on food by HIA category by location.
HOUSE: Amount spent on housing including utilities, taxes, upkeep,
furniture, etc. by HIA category by location in 95$.
TRANS: Amount spent on transportation of all types including travel
away from home by HIA category by location in 95$.
HEALTH: Amount spent on health by HIA category by location.
OTHER: Amount spent on everything else by HIA category by location in
95$.
FDX,HLX,OTX: Price indices for food, health and other. These are set as
constants in the model and not changed.
TX: Transportation cost and travel speed index which measures both
transportation cost and speed of travel. Valid at regional level only.
(Cannot vary by location within the region).
RX, HX, HRX: Price indices for rental, owner and combined housing price
index by HIA by location.
RENTDU: Total rental dwelling units by HIA by location for a particular
model interation.
OWNERDU: Total owner occupied dwelling unts by HIA by location for a
particular model iteration.
The above equation system allows housing prices and rents to change consistently in an
ex post demand, supply and price equilibration. The ex ante price estimates we adjust
with an "equilibrium price multiplier" which adjusts the bid price distribution up or
down.
Neighborhood (Region) Vintage Housing, Initial Condition Accounting and Housing
Production Module
Before we can estimate the producer response to the demand signals created in the
housing demand and household budget constraint sections, we need estimate the vintage
housing stock, capacity, vintage housing price distribution, and land price distribution for
each neighborhood (region). These equations specific to whatever units of geography the
model is being run for. They are updated at the beginning of each 5 year time period
based on the relevant equilibrium price, demand and supply levels determined in the prior
5 year time period. Here we list the equations for single family only. Multi-family
equations where relevant have the same structure.
We account for housing stock by type, geography and price (rent) category. The stock
available at the beginning of the time period is the stock available at the end of the
previous time period less depreciation out of the price (rent) category plus depreciation
into the price (rent) category from more expensive stock. Depreciation in a given time
period is a function of overall housing price change less than intrinsic depreciation rate.
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The intrinsic depreciation rate we determine from the age coefficient of our hedonic price
equations.
We determine the difference in land prices between areas as the residual between the
estimated housing price (rent) and the "nonland" terms of our hedonic price equations.
We express the relative prices as the ratio of particular areas to the region overall. The
hedonic price equations we estimate from a sample of recent sales using variables to
measure neighborhood, access and structure characteristics.
We recalculate capacity for each area for each time period. For a given land use (SFD or
MFD) and zoning density class we calculate the DU capacity of vacant land. In addition
we calculate the DU capacity from "infill" land. Infill and redevelopment rates we
estimate as a function of the observed 1995 rates, housing prices and the potential return
versus estimated current return on investment. These rates we multiply be the potential
stock of infill and redevelopment acres in each area. The potential stock we estimate from
our GIS which uses the particular attributes of each tax lot.
In the equations below we calculate vintage supply and depreciation for each housing
tenure and housing type SFD, SFA and MFD though we show equations for only
OWN: SFD. Depreciation is calculated for only SFD and MFD. SFA depreciation is
assumed equal to SFD. Relative land price we calculate for only SFD with SFA and
MFD given as a function of the SFD relative price factored for yield differences.
Neighborhood Vintage Supply. Relative Land Price and Capacity:
A. Vintage supply and depreciation:
23.)
NMBROWN: SFDi!t = [(NMBROWN: SFDilt_x )(1 - DEPRCit)] + [(NMBROWN: SFDiMt_x
24.) DEPRCit = (PRCIK I PRCBB ) 25.) A ™

= -EXPibt

(STRUCAGE)?™™

Where:
NMBROWN: SFDilt: Number of single family detached dwelling units in
jurisdiction (i), in price category (/), at time (t).
DEPRCjt: Depreciation rate in jurisdiction (i) at time (/).
J^DUTYPE . J ^ n n u a | depreciation rate estimated from hedonic price equations
by jurisdiction and dwelling unit type (single family - multifamily).
STRUCAGE: Age of buildings from sample of housing sales included in
hedonic price analysis.
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){DEPRCit)]

B. Relative land price:
26.)
PLAND™ IPLAND™ = SFD:HEDPRCU -[b,(STRUCSIZE)
+ bi+2(STRUCTYPE)...+bi+n(STRUCAGE)]I

j?£{SFD:HEDPRCit

+

bM(LOTSIZE)
- [b,(STUCSIZE +

1=1

...+bi+n(STRUCAGE)]}i
27.)
SFD: HEDPRCit =ao + a, (ACSSUTIL) + a2 (INFILL ?) + a^MIXEDLUl)
+ as{PRESTIGEl)

+ ai(JURISDLABEL)+...ai+n(NEIGHLABEL)

+

+ a4(VIEW?)

b^STRUCSIZE)...

+ bi+n(STRUCAGE)
Where:
PLANDftz IPLAND™: Relative land price ratio measures the ratio of land
prices in a particular jurisdiction to the average of all regional jurisdictions
for land use type (PZ). This ratio is measured from the hedonic price
equation by subtracting out structure and lot size effects from the actual
selling price of housing.
SFD: HEDPRCit: Single family sales price of housing in a particular
jurisdiction at a particular time.
STRUCSIZE : Structure size in sq. ft. from house sales sample.
LOTSIZE: Lot size in sq. ft. from house sales sample.
STRUCTYPE: Structure type such as SFA, SFD, MFD.
STRUCAGE: Structure age in years from house sales sample.
ACSSUTIL: Access utility from zone / to all destination zones as a
function of travel time and cost over all available modes.
INFILL?: Variable measuring whether neighborhood is infill area or not.
MIXEDLU?: Variable measuring whether neighborhood has mixed land
uses or not.
VIEW: Measures whether a neighborhood has a view or not.
PRESTIGE?: Measures whether a neighborhood is a prestige area or not.
JURISDLABEL: Variable denoting which jurisdiction home sale is in.
NEIGHLABEL: Variable denoting which neighborhood a homes is
located in.
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C. Capacity calculations:
28.)
DUCAP™ = (VACANTLANDSTK)™ (DUACRE)™ + O f (INFILLLANDSTK)™ (DUACRE)™
+r,f (REDEVLANDSTKY* (NETREDEVDUACRE)™
29.)
8

VACANTLANDSTK™ = (VACANTLANDSTK)™_, - £ (NEWCON : OWN+)™,^
7

64

2 J

PZ.HIA

(LOTSZE)

g

- 2 (NEWCON:RENT)™t_x(MFCONSTANTLOTSZE)

+ (SFDEMO + MFDEMO)™_, (CONSTLOTSZE)
INFILLLANDSTK™ = (OVRSIZELOTINVENTORY)™0
30.)
'
- 2 ° f (INFILLLANDSTK)™
t=t-n

31.) 3>f = ^ 9 5 (PRC™ IPRC™)a (LANDCHAR™ )b (DEMOCHARit )c
REDEVLANDSTK™ = (REDEVLANDINVENTORY)™=0

32.)

'
-

2r,fZ(REDEVLANDSTK)™
t=t-n

55.)

Y™ = C95 (PRC™ IPRC™ )a(LANDCHAR™ )b (DEMOCHARit )c

Where:
(Variables are not in logarithms.)
DUCAP™ : Dwelling unit capacity of area (/) in time (t) for land use PZ
for tenure k.
VACANTLANDSTK™: Vacant land stock in time / of jurisdiction i for
land use PZ taken from prior iteration or from the RLIS data base in the
initial time period.
DUACRE™: The calculated yield per acre on land by parcel size, land
use category and housing type, jurisdiction and time period subject to lot
sizes not falling below the regulatory minimum size or above the
regulatory maximum size.
&™ : The estimated rate at which the stock of infill land is consumed for
each jurisdiction, time period and land use.
INFILLLANDSTK™: Infill land stock for each jurisdiction, time period,
etc.
F.fz: The estimated rate at which the stock of redevelopment land is
consumed for each jurisdiction, time period and land use.
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REDEVLANDSTK™: Redevelopment land stock for each jurisdiction,
etc.
NETREDEVDUACRE™: Net increase in capacity per acre of
redeveloped land
NEWCON: OWN: RENT: New construction of owner and renter
dwelling units by jurisdiction, time period and price (rent) class.
MFCONSTANTLOTSZE: Lot size assumption for multi-family
SFDEMO, MFDEMO: Number of single family and multi-family units
demolished each period that are not redeveloped.
CONSTLOTSZE: Constant lot size assumption for demolished structures.
OVERSZELOTINVENTORY: Established by RLIS and expert committee
in base year.
REDEVLANDINVENTORY: Established by RLIS and expert committee
in base year.
LANDCHAR: A vector of land characteristics including average parcel
size, site access and amount of vacant land within 500 ft.
DEMOCHAR: A vector of demographic characteristics such as average
age, household size, etc. indicative of willingness to develop surrounding
land to a higher intensity.
PRCjf: The calculation from the hedonic equations of the parcel value in
the maximum allowable use in a particular area in time t for a particular
land use. Limited to the stock of vacant, infill and redevelopable parcels.
PRC^ : The calculation from the hedonic equations of the parcel value in
terms of its current use.
K95: The observed infill rate as of the 95-96 survey.
C95: The observed redevelopment rate as of the 95-96 survey.

Housing Production and Supply
In this section we list the equations for determining the minimum housing price (rent) at
which producers will enter the market (construction cost). We also list equations for
determining the single family lot size and land price per sq. foot. Beyond equations
which represent how private producers will respond to price, regulation, fee and capacity
conditions in each area in each time period, we also include in this section the accounting
equations for adding new construction to the vintage supply.
We also estimate the distribution of owner occupied house and lot sizes for each HIA
class. We distribute each price category of owner occupied housing demand according to
the observed size distribution in 1990 (or alternatively the 1995 - 96 distribution observed
for new sfd construction). Similarly we assign each owner occupied house size category
to a lot size frequency distribution observed in 1990 (or alternatively the 1995 - 96
distribution for new sfd construction). In each 5 year projection period the lot size
distribution for each housing size category changes in response to changes in housing
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prices as housing price changes work back into land prices as a function of the capitalland substitution parameter in the housing production equations.
A. Calculation of Housing Construction Cost, Lot Size and Land Price per Sq. Ft.
34.)IF : {SFLOTSZE)°™PE8U
CONSTCOSTg™

>

MINLOTSZE^™

= Ko [KWD (SFLOTSZE)°™PE (LANDPRCRA TIO)8it)]

+{DEVELOPFEES)fturYPE

35.)

+(LANDCAPCOST)it

+ {STRUCTCAPCOSTSQFT)Dp'tJTmpE
36.) IF : (SFLOTSZE)^E

(MINSTRUCTSQFT)?UTYPE

< MINLOTSZE?™PE

7
CONSTCOST™
*™ = Ko [KWD {MINLOTSZE)flunpE
•ip
, DUTYPE

+ (DEVELOPFEES)"unpt

37.)

D

+ (STRUCTCAPCOSTSQFT) p^

PE

(LANDPRCRATIO)]

+(LANDCAPCOST)it
(MINSTRUCTSQFT)*™™

38.)
STRUCTSQFTil=0 I {[(STR UCTSQFTtJ,0 I SFLOTSZEfJ=0)
/ (STRUCTCAPCOSTSQFTI=0 I

LANDCOSTSQFT,^)]'^

[(STRUCTCAPCOSTSQFT,=(!) / (LANDCOSTSQFT,^
I SFLOTSZEit=0
LANDPRCRATIO, =[{OWN:PRCil=n
39>)

[(OWN:PRCU=Q

ILOTSZElt=nKoy^+i]/

I LOTSIZEil=0Ko)1/ip+1

(Ln{ { {[SFDPRC- (LOTSZE)(HEDLANDPRQ]/

[
41.)

)(LANDPRCRATIO)Y*}

-KO}I(HEDLANDPRQ)

]

LOTSZE] \

J

LOTSZEil=n=8u{LOTSZEit._0)
Where:
(Variables are not in logarithms.)
*F : Capital-Land substitution parameter estimated assuming CES
production function and land cost per sq. ft. estimated as residual from
hedonic pricing model.
LANDPRCRATIO\: Land price per sq. ft. at time t in area for a given lot
size.
Ko, KLND, Ko: Arbitrary constants necessary to initialize the values to the
baseline conditions
MINSQFTLOTSZE: The minimum lot size for a particular DU type
allowed under the regulations.
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DEVELOPFEES®077™: Development fees charged by each jurisdiction
by dwelling unit type and density if applicable.
LANDCAPCOSTifUTYPE: Developer's direct capital costs to develop a lot
of a particular dwelling unit type
STRUCTCAPCOSTSQFT,DUTYPE: Capital cost per sq. ft. to build a
particular type structure.
MINSTRUCTSQFTtDUTYPE: The minimum structure size for a particular
DU type consistent with present building patterns.
SFLOTSZEj t=0: Single family lot size distribution in a particular
jurisdiction in the base period.
SFDPRC: Single family sales prices observed in data used to estimate
hedonic sales price model.
HEDLANDPRC: Land prices estimated from structural coefficients of
hedonic sales price model.
B. Housing Supply and New Construction Determination Algorithm
Using owner occupied SFD, SFA and MF as an example we compare total
demand from the demand equations with vintage supply. Next we determine the excess
demand the price of which exceeds the cost of construction. This excess demand equals
new construction if it is less than or equal to the capacity of the zone. If new construction
requirements exceed the capacity of the zone, the remaining capacity available above the
cost of construction is assigned to new construction. New construction is allocated by
type in proportion to each housing type's share of demand. Finally, we compare total
original demand to the new supply to determine if excess demand exists in the zone. If
so, the excess demand is assigned to the "subsidy required" category.
DMD: OWNilt = (OWN: SFDilt) + (OWN: SFAilt) + (OWN: MFDilt)
42.)
SUPPLY : OWNiJt_x = NMBROWN: SFDilt_x + NMBROWN: SFAUl_x + NMBROWN: MFilt_x
FOR :DMD: OWNilt > CONSTCOST°mAND > SUPPLY : OWNilt_xTHEN:
43.)NEWCON : OWNilt = DMD: OWNilt - SUPPLY : OWNilt_x
3

44.)

IF : NEWCON :OWN.lt<
'•'•'

V DUCAP^aE

^

OWN

for all I > CONSTCOST,

'

THEN : TSUPPLY : OWN.., = NEWCON : OWN.,, + SUPPLY :
3

OWN

IF: NEWCON :OWNilt>
^DUCAP™™ for all I > CONSTCOST t,,
DUTYPE
45.)
"
THEN : TSUPPLY : OWNilt = ^ D U C A P ™ ™ + SUPPLY : OWNU,_X
DUTYPE
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46.)NEWCON : SFDilt =[NEWCON : OWNUl][OWN

: SFDil
lt

IF :DMD: OWNilt < CONSTCOST™OR

< SUPPLY : OWNilt_,THEN :

' TSUPPLY : OWNUl = SUPPLY : OWNilt_x
48.)XCSDMD : OWNilt = DMD : OWNIJJt - TSUPPLY : OWNiItIF
49.) SUBSIDY: OWNilt = XCSDMD:

>0

OWNilt

Where:
(Variables are not in logarithms.)
TSUPPLY : OWNilt: Total supply at time t of owner occupied housing.
SUPPLY: OWNUt,_i: Housing supply at time M .
OWN: SFDilt,OWN

: SFAilt,OWN

: MFDilt:

The total demand for

single family detached, single family attached and multi-family detached
for a particular jurisdiction in a particular price (rent) class.
DMD : OWNi,,: Total vintage plus incremental demand by dwelling unit
total, price category, jurisdiction and time period.
SUPPLY : OWN),,: Total vintage plus incremental supply by dwelling
unit type, price category, jurisdiction and time period.
XCSDMD: OWN,,,: Excess demand remaining after demand-supply
reconciliation by price (rent) category
SUBSIDY: OWNilt: Housing demand that the private market will not
supply without a subsidy.
Household Location Choice Given Place of Employment of Primary Earner
At this stage in model development we take the value (E"IA) as given. In this
notation (E) represents the employment in zone (j) by HIA class. The model then
determines tenure choice for the households working at each employment center. The
household location choice module then determines location choice by tenure for each
employment zone. So for a given number of households of a particular HIA category
working in E}, we specify their location choice as:
y

x

IA /X" T?HIA-\.,
-'HIA = r [V£ LJCLJT
ncH/A
rT>T?\T THlA
50.) HSHLDS™
HSHLDS"
I £ EfA ] xT?HIA.,
E ™ r>r>s~'HT
x PRCNTRENT
1
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51.)

EXP[-b0 - bt (INC) - b2 (INC * TRA VELMINtJ ) + b3 (PLANDit IPLAND0,)

* (INC)

+ b4 (NEARNS) + b5 (NEARNS * TRA VELMINtj)
- b6 (PRCIKEQUILIBRIUMMULTIPLIERiK

)

+ b, (PLANDit I PLANDOt) * (TRA VELMIN.) - bs (TRA VELMIN.)
HSELOC™

- b9 (TRA VELMINSQtj ) - bl0 (HSEOPPnmt)}
]T {EXP[-b0 - \ (INC) - b2 (INC * TRA VELMIN.) + b3 (PLANDit I PLANDOl) * (INC)
i=\

+ bA (NEARNS) + b5 (NEARNS * TRA VELMIN\ )
- b6 (PRCIKEQUILIBRIUMMULTIPLIERiK

)

+ b, (PLANDit I PLANDOt) * (TRA VELMINy ) - b% (TRA VELMIN.)
-b9(TRAVELMINSQtj

-b10(HSEOPPnmt)]}i
x(HSHLDS)

H1A
jk

Where:
(Variables are not in logarithms).
HSEOPPnm t: Intervening housing opportunities measure which
represents the percentage of the region's housing units that can be reached
in a shorter travel time than the units in the area being evaluated.
HSHLDS"lA: Households of tenure k and HIA category employed in
employment zone j .
E: Total regional employment
E"IA : Employment in HIA class in employment area/
HSELOC"lA:

Number of households of HIA class , tenure class k,

working in areay" who chose housing location i.
TRA VEMIN^. Travel time in minutes peak am from location i
to employment z o n e /
The household location choice model we specify to work recursively with the
transportation model. The location choice model provides the transportation model with
updated information on HIA's and employment by traffic analysis zone. The
transportation model in turn calculates traffic flows, modes splits and new estimates of
travel time between each traffic analysis zone for each mode. This information in turn
provides the travel time data for the location model in the next time period.
Note that we specify the location model to be scale invariant. The utility of a
location we estimate from the perspective of one household making a choice. From the
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perspective of a particular location the probability of the calculated choice occurring is a
scale invariant function including only arguments relevant to the individual household
decision. Demand and supply (capacity of the location at a particular price level) adjust
through the location rent term PRCIKEQUILIBRIUMMULTIPLIER .

Mathematical Programming for Ex Post Equilibrium

Each iteration of the model equations outlined above yields by jurisdiction (/) and time
period ( 0 changes in land prices and housing prices (rents) as well as changes in tenure,
lot sizes and housing sizes. To adjust demand and supply using price we calculate RX,
HX, and HRX for each area that minimizes the difference between supply and demand.
To do this we use a mathematical programming technique that determines an equilibrium
multiplier (location rent) for each area and tenure that most efficiently adjusts supply,
demand and price/rent in each area.
A.

Mathematical Programming:

Given that we have established a set of baseline conditions (1995 economic
conditions with the price (rent) ratio set equal to 1, we then operate the model in a
mathematical programming framework to determine an equilibrium price level for the
entire region. As presently implemented we determine a price equilibrium multiplier for
each area i and tenure as follows:
52.) FIND:

(PRC!KEQUILIBRIUMMULTIPLIER)

53.) JT ^(SUPPLY,j
54.)SUPPLY,,

-DMD,,)2

SUBJECT TO.

= MIN

>0

55.) DMD,j > 0
56.)PRClKEQUILBRIUMMULTIPLIER
n

> .5 < 8

2

5 7 . ) £ £ SUBSIDY,j =25,000
Program conditions 1.) through 5.) are sufficient to obtain ex post estimates consistent
with the equation system outline above and implicit in condition 6.). Please note that
when the constant term in condition 6.) is set at 0, then total housing demand and supply
are equated; which is the classical price equilibrium condition. However, in reality we
find that without substantial subsidy that condition is never met.
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PART THREE
Tables of Parameter Estimates:
Equation
3.)
1)
Number
Dependent
Variable
prcntown
own:prc
Estimation
Method
WLS
WLS
RSQ.
.92
.88
Data Source Cons. Ex. S. Cons. Ex. S.
N
612
612

4.)

5.)

6.)

rent'.mrent

rent:%mfd

rent:%sfa

WLS

WRLS

WRLS
.40

.40

Pums
12711

Pums
12711

.85

Cons. Ex. S.
612

Variable
Names

Coef.
Est.

TVal. Coef.
Est.

T
Val.

Coef.
Est.

T
Val.

Intercept
Agehd
Aghdsq

-1.78
-.605
.476
-1.64
.132
.728
2.22
-1.31
-.891

-.66
-.62
3.70
-3.79
6.28
20.3
11.9
-9.9
-6.8

1.78
4.72
-.551
-3.28
.187
-.042
.704

1.40
7.37
-6.47
-11.5
13.4
-1.75
6.61

1.98
-2.67
.387
-.33
.043
.145

1.30 -9.03 -23.2 -9.03
-4.77
5.19 -.0002 -2.88 -.0002
-1.34 .0593 7.52 .0593

Inc

Incsq
Hsze
Rx
Hx

Tx
Rentmfd
Mfd

Mfd*hsze
Mfd*inc
Mfd*agesq
Rentdiff:mfd
Rent:sfa

-

-

1.19

21.6

-

Coef.
Est.

T
Val.

Coef.
Est.

-23.2
-

-2.88
7.52

3.6

-

-

-

-

6.92

2.498

24.3

2.498

24.3

-

-

-

-.0055
12.74
-4.5
-.227
.0004

-13.2
31.5
-35.4
-11.7
3.28

-

-

.374 5.58
-.298 -3.92

.01

-

-.0055

Sfa

.70

Sfa*hsze
Sfa*inc
Sfa*agesq
Rentdiffisfa

-.50
-.0745
.0000
.005
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Val.

-13.2
6.57
-18.5
-6.85
.026
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Tables of Parameter Estimates:
Equation
8.)
7.)
Number
Dependent
Variable
rent:%sfd
own:%sfd
Estimation
WRLS
Method
WRLS
.87
RSQ.
.40
Pums
Data Source
Pums
N
21569
12711
Variable
Names

Coef.
Est.

T

Intercept
Agehd
Aghdsq

-9.03

-23.2 10.92

-

Val.
-

Coef.
Est.
-

10.)

own:%sfa

own:%mfd

WRLS

WRLS

.87

.87

Pums

Pums
21569

Val.

21569
Coef.
T
Est.
Val.

Coef.
Est.

Val.

48.51

10.92

48.51

10.92

48.51

-

-

-

-

T

-.0004
.0265

-9.76
10.66

Incsq
Hsze

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.498

24.3

.726

15.43

.726

15.43

.726

15.43

-

-

-

-

-13.2

-

-

-.0055

-

-

Sfa

Sfa*hsze
Sfa*inc
Sfa*agesq
Prcdiff:sfa
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-9.76
10.66

-.0155 -25.8
-.0155
-3.22
-1.22
-.054
.0007
.030

Mfd

Mfd*hsze
Mfd*inc
Mfd*agesq
Prcdiff:mfd
Hprc:sfa

-.0004
.0265

-

Inc

Rentsfd
Hprc:sfd
Hprc:mfd

-9.76
10.66

T

-.0002
.0593

Rx
Hx
Tx

-2.88 -.0004
7.52 .0265

9.)

-.0155
-2.92
-1.07
-.03
.0007
.015

-25.8
-79.6
-18.5
-16.1
13.22
-

-25.8
-80.8
-16.2
-8.86
12.93
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Tables of Parameter Estimates:
Equation
11.)
Number
Dependent
Variable
ownsze
Estimation
Method
WLS
.59
RSQ.
Data Source
AHS

12.)

13.)

14.)

rentsze

nvehls

nearns

WLS
.64

WLS
.89

Pums

206

N

WLS
91

Cons. Exp. S.

Cons. Exp. S.

200
T

Val.

Coef.
Est.

612
Coef. T

Val.

Est.

Val.

Est.

Val.

Intercept
Agehd
Aghdsq

14.594 8.16

-.122

-.07

-

-

Inc

-1.79
.104
.261

-18.55
.453
-.028
3.05
-.13
.390
.968
-.218
-.728

-15.5
1.05
-.485
15.9
-13.9
24.48
11.7
-3.69
-12.5

-30.9
9.85
-1.41
2.327
-.0953
.494
- .

-18.6
16.06
-17.33
8.62
-7.26
21.52

Variable
Names

Coef.
Est.

Incsq
Hsze
Rx
Hx
Tx

-

-

-.096

T

-

-5.03 .055
5.85 -.0031
6.14 .64
-.191
-1.35
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-.169
18.41
-1.63
-

612
Coef. T

-

-

-.253

-5.62
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Tables of Parameter Estimates:
Equation
15.)
16.)
Number
Dependent
Variable
food
house
Estimation
Method
RSUR
RSUR
RSQ.
.94
.96
Data Source Cons. Ex. S. Cons. Ex. S.
612

N

Variable
Names
Intercept
Agehd
Aghdsq
Inc

Incsq
Hsze
Fdx
Hrx
Tx
Hlx
Otx

Fdxhrx
Fdxtx
Fdxhlx
Fdxotx
Hrxtx
Hrxhlx
Hrxotx
Txhlx
Txotx
Hlxotx

Coef

-

18.)

19.)

trans

health

other

RSUR

RSUR

RSUR

.89

.86

.97

Cons. Ex. S.

Cons. Ex. S.

Cons. Ex. S.

612

612

612

612

Coef

T

Val.
Est.
6.77
1.02
-.12
-.51
.042
.415
-1.72

17.)

Coef

T

Est.
Est.
9.9
6.24 10.5 -2.88
4.51 3.30 16.8 -.155
-3.92 -.443 -16.7 -.005
-4.4 -1.12 -11.1 1.73
7.36 .078 15.9 -.055
43.2 .102 12.3 .212
-1.41
-.027 -.40
.405
-

-

2.71 2.54 2.71
-2.97 -2.84
10.2 1.63
-.54 -.048
-.147
.681
-1.95
-
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-

2.54
-

T

Val.

Val.

-

-2.2
-.36
-.09

-6.85
-1.08
.327
7.7
2.06
-5.05 -.08
11.5 .22
-

6.05
-

-2.97 -2.84
-

Coef.
Est.

-

T

Val.
-4.2
2.05
-4.6

-

4.05

3.29

-

-

-

-4.02 -.147 -4.02
2.81
.681
-4.38
-1.32 -6.19 -1.32
2.31 5.87
17.15

3.8

2.36
-.332
7.5
-.65
-6.02 .072
9.8
.041

-

10.2

Coef.
Est.

-

T

Val.
4.4
8.4

-8.8
-4.5
9.9
3.4
-

-9.39

-3.11

-

-

-.54

-.048

2.81

-

-

1.63
-

-1.95

-4.38

-6.19

-

-

-

2.31
17.15

5.87
3.32

3.32
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Tables of Parameter• Estimates:
Equation Number
51.)

51a.)

Dependent Variable

hseloc:own

hseloc:rent

Estimation Method
RSQ.
Data Source

WLS
.25

WLS
.28

Pums
21882

Pums
13916

N

Variable
Names

Coef.
Est.

TVal.

Intercept

-2.164
-.032
-.00012
.00018
.7904
.0272
-.03748
.00019
-.0265
-.00194
-4.405

-5.48
-6.02
-1.04
7.25

Inc

Inc*travelmin
Neighdx*inc
Nearns
Nearns*travelmin
Prcequilmultiplier
Neighdx*travelmin
Travelmin
Travelminsq
Hseopp
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3.8

5.29
-15.6
4.41
-1.47
-13.08
-9.21

Coef.
Est.
2.407
-.115
.00045
.00006
.1809
-.0097
-.00984
.000053
-.085
-.00114
-2.893

T

Val.
4.95
-11.2
2.4

4.46
.70

-1.51
-11.9
3.06
-3.76
-5.92
-4.86
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Appendix E: Non-Residential Model Equations and Parameter
Estimates
By Sonny Conder

Demand Equations:
DSqFtikJ = [TotalEmpl [Percento \k [SqFtEmp0 \k [Price]^ {£ [Price\^ }[Price\^ [Price]?"
k*ko

{Ali(AUEmpAcs)i +A2j(SameEmpAcs)i

+Ay(AUHhAcs)j}

Subjectto: j81A( =/J2iU.--A-,i = A . , ; X ^ Z i 8 * = °
m

and: Ax, +A2j+A3i

n

=1

20

^T (AllEmp, I acres, )(5, tTimej, + B2 Time^,)
AllEmpAcs, =

J
20

20

/acres^(B^Timej,

+B2iTime2Jiy1

20

^(SameEmp,

Iacres{)(BX{Timefl

+B2iTimejl)')'
1

SameEmpAcSj = -20^f=i20
, I acres,){BX (TimeJt + B2jTime** )l)~ i

20

, lacrest\BuTime}l
7=1

_
AUHhAcs,' =

+ B2iTimelly1

20 20

,,+B2,Time2jiyi
/=! 7=1

=DS*Ft^/

Emp

/(SqFtEmPo)(Priceyky
Supply Equations:
SupSqFtikj

=

^(acresJkn)(F.A.R.)kn

Subjectto:
SqFtVxicejkn
SqFtCost]kn

=

(SqFtPrice)Jkn>(SqFtCost)Jkn
(SqFtPriceo)jXn{Price)jk

= (SqFtLandCost)
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SqFtLandCostjkn
SqFtLand
F.A.R.jkn

jkn

= +f[(Price)Jk
= -f[(Price)Jk

: (SqFtLand

= (SqFtCapitalo)kn

SqFtCapitalCostkn

:(SqFtLandCosto)jkn

=+f[Kok

I SqFtLand
+

0)

j kn

:ak]

\Ok]

jkn

Klk(F.A.R.)kJ

Subject to: ^FtCaPitaO

J
/

<MaxF.A. ., ,
j,

,"

Equation System Solution:
Find:

Pr ice, k

X X E A ^ u , , . -^^SupSqFt^
i

i

t

, =Min.

lit

Definitions:
DSqFtjk j : Demand in square feet for nonresidential real estate type k by industry type i
in zone j .
TotalEmpi : Total regional employment in industry type i.
[Percent a]jk Percentage of employment in industry type i that chooses real estate type k
when the price ratio is set at one.
[SqFtEmpo]ik : Square feet per employee required by industry i in real estate type k when
the price ratio is set at one.
Price Jk : The price ratio in zone j for real estate type k
[iik : The cross price elasticity of industry type i for real estate type k. Cross price
elasticities allow the substitution by industry of one real estate type for another as a
function of their relative price ratios. We apply the usual cross price elasticity restrictions
in that they be symmetrical and sum to zero.
yik : The square feet per employee consumption price elasticities by industry type i for
real estate type k.
(Xj k : The location choice price elasticities by zone j for real estate type k
AUEmpAcsi : Measure of the access of industry type i in zone j to total employment
within the region.
SameEmpAcsi : Measure of the access of industry type i in zone j to the same industry
type employment within the region
AHHhAcs. : Measure of the access of industry type i in zone j to all households within
the region
Ax i ,A2i, Az, : Share each access measure contributes to the "attractiveness" of zone j to
industry i.
AUEmpl : Total employment in one of 20 zones j (1 is arbitrary counter for 20 zones
located at various travel times from zone j.)
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Acres, : Acres of total developed nonresidential land in each of 20 zones j (1 is arbitrary
counter for 20 zones located at various travel times from zone j.)
Time}, : Travel time in minutes from zone j (for which access is being measured) to each
of 20 zones 1.
SameEmp, : Employment in the same industry type in one of 20 zones for which access is
being measured. (1 is arbitrary counter for 20 zones located at various travel times from
zone j.)
AllHh, : All households in one of 20 zones for which access is being measured. (1 is
arbitrary counter.)
Bu,B2i : Estimated coefficients measuring the importance of travel time to employment
and households for each industry type i.
SupSqFti k j : Supply in square feet of real estate type k for industry type i in zone j
Acresj

kn

: Acres of available nonresidential land in zone j , designated for real estate

type k in floor-to-area ratio(F.A.R.) regulatory class n
F.A.R.k n : Computed actual floor-to-area-ratio for industry type k in regulatory class n in
zone j .
SqFt Pr fee
SqFtCostjkn

kn

: Market price for real estate type k in zone j for F. A.R. regulatory class n.
: Cost to suppliers to construct real estate of type k for F.A.R. regulatory

class n in zone j .
SqFtLandCostj k n : Cost per sq. foot to supply "ready-to-build" land in zone j for real
estate type k for F.A.R. regulatory class n.
(SqFtLandCost0)jk n : Base cost per sq. foot to supply "ready-to-build" land when all
price ratios are set to 1.
<7k : Capital - land substitution parameter for real estate type k with respect to Pr icej k
SqFtLand jkn : The percent share of land required for each unit of capital produced for
zone j , real estate type k and F.A.R. regulatory class n.
(SqFtLand o)j k n : The base share of land required for each unit of capital produced for
zone j , real estate type k and F.A.R. regulatory class n when price ratios are set to 1.
(SqFtCapitalo)kn : The base share of capital for real estate type k in F.A.R. regulatory
class n when the price ratios are set to 1.
SqFtCapitalCostk n : Cost per square foot for capital for real estate type k in F.A.R.
regulatory class n
Kok, Klk : Constants on a function that relate capital costs per square foot to floor-to-area
ratio by real estate type k.
MaxF.A.R.: The maximum floor-to-area ratio allowable under the regulations in zone j ,
for real estate type k for F.A.R. regulatory class n.
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Estimated Parameters for the Non-Residential Model
PercentSubZero Parameters
Industry (i)
Agriculture.timber
Construction
Nondurable manufacturing
Durable man.,metals, paper
High tech manufacturing
Transport and warehousing
Communications and utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, real estate
Consumer services
Health services
Business, professional services
Government

Real Estate Type (k)
Manufacturing Warehousing Retail/Services General Office Medical/Health Government
0.2216
0.2408
0.0110
0.5070
0.0100
0.0096
0.5400
0.1851
0.0839
0.0000
0.0588
0.1321
0.9065
0.0000
0.0144
0.0002
0.0749
0.0040
0.8367
0.0748
0.0797
0.0004
0.0084
0.0000
0.8588
0.0549
0.0154
0.0006
0.0703
0.0000
0.3130
0.4624
0.0467
0.0031
0.1661
0.0088
0.1155
0.0361
0.6745
0.0225
0.0126
0.1387
0.3130
0.4624
0.0467
0.0031
0.0088
0.1661
0.1747
0.0001
0.0810
0.0111
0.0046
0.7286
0.1155
0.0361
0.6745
0.0225
0.0126
0.1387
0.1528
0.0087
0.0107
0.3354
0.0501
0.4423
0.1678
0.0000
0.6478
0.0675
0.0053
0.1115
0.0229
0.0000
0.6467
0.1727
0.0097
0.1480
0.0248
0.0000
0.0311
0.1896
0.0155
0.7389

SqFtEmpSubZero Parameters
Industry (i)
Agriculture.timber
Construction
Nondurable manufacturing
Durable man..metals, paper
High tech manufacturing
Transport and warehousing
Communications and utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, real estate
Consumer services
Health services
Business, professional services
Government

Real Estate Type (k)
Manufacturing Warehousing Retail/Services General Office Medical/Health Government
540.0
1125.0
405.0
405.0
405.0
405.0
80.0
320.0
80.0
80.0
80.0
80.0
630.0
720.0
315.0
315.0
315.0
405.0
585.0
675.0
315.0
315.0
405.0
315.0
360.0
540.0
315.0
315.0
315.0
405.0
680.0
2805.0
382.5
382.5
382.5
425.0
340.0
680.0
382.5
510.0
297.5
382.5
280.0
980.0
315.0
315.0
315.0
350.0
260.0
390.0
227.5
227.5
227.5
227.5
280.0
420.0
245.0
245.0
315.0
420.0
260.0
390.0
227.5
227.5
227.5
227.5
340.0
297.5
510.0
510.0
297.5
382.5
300.0
450.0
262.5
337.5
262.5
262.5
540.0
720.0
315.0
315.0
540.0
405.0

Gamma Parameters
Industry (i)
Agriculture.timber
Construction
Nondurable manufacturing
Durable man..metals, paper
High tech manufacturing
Transport and warehousing
Communications and utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, real estate
Consumer services
Health services
Business, professional services
Government

Manufacturing Warehousing Retail/Services General Office Medical/Health Government
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.2000
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.1500
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.1000
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
-0.0500
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Beta parameters
Industry (i)
Agriculture.timber
Agriculture,limber
Agriculture.timber
Agriculture.timber
Agriculture.timber
Agriculture.timber
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Nondurable manufacturing
Nondurable manufacturing
Nondurable manufacturing
Nondurable manufacturing
Nondurable manufacturing
Nondurable manufacturing
Durable man..metals, paper
Durable man.,metals, paper
Durable man.,metals, paper
Durable man..metals, paper
Durable man..metals, paper
Durable man..metals, paper
High tech manufacturing
High tech manufacturing
High tech manufacturing
High tech manufacturing
High tech manufacturing
High tech manufacturing
Transport and warehousing
Transport and warehousing
Transport and warehousing
Transport and warehousing
Transport and warehousing
Transport and warehousing
Communications and utilities
Communications and utilities
Communications and utilities
Communications and utilities
Communications and utilities
Communications and utilities
Wholesale trade
Wholesale trade
Wholesale trade
Wholesale trade
Wholesale trade
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Retail trade
Retail trade
Retail trade
Retail trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, real
Finance, insurance, real
Finance, insurance, real
Finance, insurance, real
Finance, insurance, real
Finance, insurance, real
Consumer services
Consumer services
Consumer services
Consumer services
Consumer services
Consumer services
Health services
Health services

estate
estate
estate
estate
estate
estate

Real Estate Type (k)
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
Retail/Services
General Office
Medical/Health
Government
Manufacturing
Warehousing
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Real Estate Type (k)
Manufacturing Warehousing Retail/Services General Office Medical/Health Government
0.3000
0.0500
0.1000
0.0500
0.0100
-0.5500
0.0100
-0.5500
0.0500
0.1000
0.0500
0.3000
0.0100
-0.2500
0.0500
0.0500
0.0500
0.0500
0.1000
0.0500
-0.3500
0.0500
0.0100
0.1000
0.0500
0.0500
0.0500
-0.2500
0.0100
0.0500
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
0.1000
0.0100
0.0100
-0.4200
0.2000
0.0100
-0.4200
0.1000
0.1000
0.0100
0.2000
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
0.1000
-0.3200
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
-0.3200
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
0.0100
0.0000
-0.3300
0.2000
0.0100
0.1000
0.0100
0.0000
0.2000
-0.3300
0.0100
0.0000
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
-0.2300
0.0100
0.0000
0.1000
0.1000
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0100
0.0000
0.2000
0.0100
0.1000
-0.3300
0.0100
0.0000
0.2000
-0.3300
0.0100
0.1000
0.0100
0.0000
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
-0.2300
0.0100
0.0000
0.1000
0.1000
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
0.0100
-0.3200
-0.3200
0.1000
0.1000
0.0100
0.0000
0.1000
0.1000
-0.3200
0.1000
0.0100
0.0000
0.1000
0.0100
0.0000
0.1000
0.1000
0.1000
-0.3200
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
o.oooo
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.3000
0.0100
0.1000
0.0100
0.0000
-0.4300
0.0000
-0.4300
0.0100
0.1000
0.0100
0.3000
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0000
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
0.0100
-0.2300
0.0100
0.0000
0.1000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0000
0.0100
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
o.oooo
0.0500
0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
-0.1700
0.0500
0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0500
-0.1700
0.0500
0.1000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0500
0.0500
-0.2200
0.0500
0.1000
-0.2200
0.0100
0.0100
0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
0.0100
0.0000
-0.4300
0.3000
0.1000
0.0100
0.3000
-0.4300
0.0100
o.oooo
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0000
0.1000
0.1000
0.0100
-0.2300
0.0100
0.0000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
o.oooo
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.2300
0.1000
0.1000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
-0.4300
0.3000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
0.3000
-0.4300
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
-0.1700
0.0500
0.0500
0.0500
-0.1700
0.0500
0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0500
-0.2200
0.1000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0500
0.0500
0.0500
0.1000
-0.2200
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.23O0
0.1000
0.1000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
-0.6300
0.5000
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.1000
0.5000
-0.6300
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-O.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
-0.0500
-0.0500
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
0.0100
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Alpha Parameters
Industry (i)
Agriculture.timber
Construction
Nondurable manufacturing
Durable man..metals, paper
High tech manufacturing
Transport and warehousing
Communications and utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, real estate
Consumer services
Health services
Business, professional services
Government

A Parameters
Industry (i)
Agriculture.timber
Construction
Nondurable manufacturing
Durable man.,metals, paper
High tech manufacturing
Transport and warehousing
Communications and utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, real estate
Consumer services
Health services
Business, professional services
Government

B Parameters
Industry (i)
Agriculture.timber
Construction
Nondurable manufacturing
Durable man..metals, paper
High tech manufacturing
Transport and warehousing
Communications and utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, real estate
Consumer services
Health services
Business, professional services
Government
All Employment
All Households
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-0.3702
-1.1090
-0.7494
-1.5073
-1.0166
-1.2369
-0.1096
-1.2346
-0.6656
-0.2098
-0.6401
-0.4811
-0.3120
-0.3766

Same Industry All Industry All Households
0.9030
0.0624
0.0346
0.4295
0.0000
0.5705
0.8383
0.1229
0.0388
0.0413
0.9587
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1541
0.8459
0.0000
0.1019
0.0000
0.8981
0.4718
0.5272
0.0010
0.5040
0.0000
0.4960
0.6364
0.2841
0.0794
0.9556
0.0000
0.0444
0.6509
0.0488
0.3003
0.4425
0.5575
0.0000
0.6067
0.1942
0.1991

time
time squared
0.0839
0.0344
0.0608
0.0104
0.5537
0.5891
0.3674
0.3438
-0.0174
0.0128
-0.0027
0.0567
0.0352
0.0878
0.0290
0.0481
0.0209
0.1195
0.0989
-0.0011
0.7430
0.6976
0.0061
0.0382
0.1186
0.0638
-0.0114
0.0244
0.1116
0.0432
0.0880
-0.0131
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Appendix F: Portland-Vancouver Metropolitan Area Regional
Economic Model
By Dennis Yee

Model Overview
Geographic Extent. The geographic coverage of the Portland-Vancouver regional
economic model includes the counties of: Multnomah, Clackamas, Washington and
Yamhill in Oregon and Clark county, Washington. This geographic extent is the same as
the present Portland-Vancouver OR-WA PMSA designation less Columbia county,
Oregon.6 The geography represented by the regional model comprises the principal parts
of the economic activity and population growth of the region (see Table 1).

Table 1: Portland-Vancouver Metropolitan Area Counties
Counties
Multnomah
Clackamas
Washington
Yamhill
Columbia
Clark, WA
Regional
Total

1998
Employment
538,810
168,270
258,687
35,694
14,087
148,675

Pet.
46.2
14.4
22.2
3.1
1.2

12.7

1,166,221 100.0

2000
Population
660,486
338,391
445,342
84,992
43,560
345,238
1,918,009

Pet.
34.4
17.6
23.2
4.4
2.3

18.0
100.0

Source: Employment: BEA - REIS, June 2000; Population: U.S. Census 2000

Model Structure Overview. The regional economic model interacts with U.S. monetary
and fiscal policy assumptions which are incorporated into the U.S. macroeconomic
growth forecast. Regional, local and state land use goals and policies are assumed policy
neutral. (Any regional impacts are already implicitly fitted in with parameter estimates of
the model equations.) The national forecast is based on long-term economic growth and
trend assumptions which produce growth projections of U.S. employment, income and
population. These and other variables drive regional-level employment and population
growth projections.
The theoretical underpinnings of the regional model is based on integrated regional
econometric and input-output methodologies. The econometric portion is based on a
regional framework of base and nonbase industries. Industries that generate activity
(goods or services) in excess of local regional need are considered basic industries (now
referred to as "traded sectors"). Industries which predominately serve local regional

At the time the regional model was made operational, the primary metropolitan statistical area (PMSA)
had been defined as a consolidated metropolitan statistical area (CMSA) that included only the counties of
Multnomah, Clackamas, Washington, Yamhill and Clark.
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needs are classified as nonbase industries (such as retail and services). Employment
forecasts for 20 separate industrial sectors are projected by the regional model.
The regional economic model incorporates estimated input-output (I-O) parameters for
each stochastic employment equation. The I-O coefficient on each parameter or "interindustry demand variable" for each employment equation represents the degree of trading
among all other industries in the region. Since I-O coefficients do not exist for the
regional economy, national coefficients were substituted to create the inter-industry
demand variables (IDV)7.
Also a part of the regional economic model, population projections by 5-year age cohorts
beginning at birth through to the age 75 and over category are also estimated. Each age
cohort is aged annually during the forecast period. Age adjusted birth and death rates are
assumed from the Census middle series assumptions. Each age-adjusted birth and death
rate is calibrated to the actual number of births and deaths during the 1990's. These rates
are applied to each age cohort as appropriate to estimate natural population increases —
i.e., births and deaths.
Additionally, migration flows are added to natural increases to estimate the total change
in annual population. Migration is an endogenous estimated component of population
change and is based on relative economic performance between U.S. and regional growth
rates and California and Washington versus regional performances. Future regional
population is aged from one period to the next by including new births and migration to
the existing base population while subtracting deaths.
Population by age is converted into the number of households headed by 10 year age
cohorts beginning at age 15 years through age 65 years and over. On average, the
household size (persons per household) conversion rate ranges from 2.55 in 1990 to 2.48
in 2025.
Total personal income and its components are also forecasted by the model. Total
personal income is a component of wages and salary; other labor income; dividends,
interest and rent; proprietor's income; transfer payments less social insurance
contributions (see Table 2).

7

All IDV parameters were estimated to be statistically significant at either the 1% or 5% confidence
interval.
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Table 2: Personal Income in the Portland-Vancouver Metropolitan
Area
1998 Personal Income Components
(in thousands)
Personal social insurance contributions
-258,152
Adjustment for residence
-174,293
Dividends, interest, and rent
1,695,743
Transfer payments
1,141,490
Wage and salary disbursements
3,748,612
Other labor income
460,866
Proprietors' income
658,130
$ 7,272,396
Total Personal Income
Source: BEA, Regional Economic Information System, June 2000

Interactions with MetroScope.
MetroScope Inputs. Employment projections for the 20 modeled industries are
collapsed into 15 categories for MetroScope computational purposes. This aggregation is
performed after the regional forecast is completed by the model. Re-aggregations of the
industries are based on current employment securities data which have greater industrial
detail. Some of the 20 industries are broken into sub-industries and re-added to
MetroScope industry groups and remaining industries are combined together (or
unchanged) to conform to the 15 MetroScope employment categories. These adjusted
employment classifications are then given to MetroScope's non-residential location
model to determine where or which forecast employment zone future growth could
materialize.
The residential component of MetroScope requires a forecast of the joint distribution of
the number of households categorized by number of persons in each household, income
and age of the head of household (HIA). To give MetroScope a projection of the number
of households by this distribution, calculations using proportional fitting techniques using
the household and income data derived from the regional model as marginal growth
totals. Data from the 1990 Census serve as the initial matrix for the HIA distributions.
For each forecast year, the HIA household distribution is proportionally expanded by
least sum of squares to achieve the forecasted control totals for the marginal increase in
the number of households while maintaining the consistency of the initial HIA
distribution.
MetroScope Outputs. The primary and only output from MetroScope into the Regional
Economic Model is the inflation adjusted regional housing price index. The MetroScope
housing price index is generated in a component of the residential real estate allocation.
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Currently, the feedback mechanism from the Metro Scope land use model and the
regional economic model has yet to be fully implemented. Testing of the regional
economic model with hypothetically "higher and lower" housing price trends have been
successfully explored. Assuming a higher housing price regime constrains population and
employment growth in the long-run. Conversely, relatively lower housing price trends
raise the level of regional economic activity. This testing was completed without iteration
with the MetroScope land use model. The modeling team expects to fully implement this
feedback between MetroScope and the regional economic model in an upcoming as yet to
be determined "preferred alternative" scenario.

Regional Economic Model Workings.
National Inputs and Growth Assumptions. The forecast of regional employment and
population is derived from U.S. macroeconomic projections prepared by outside
consultant assistance8. Standard data inputs to the regional model include U.S.
employment, personal income and components, gross domestic product and components,
consumer price indices, interest rates, foreign exchange rates, Federal Reserve Board
productivity and output indices and the like. Typically, these national variables are
associated with basic industries as identified and modeled in the regional economic
model.
Basic industries are more closely tied to national activity and trends. Therefore,
fluctuations and changes in trends of national variables impact regional growth of basic
industry sectors to a greater extent. Nonbasic industries are more closely tied to regionallevels of economic activity. As such, industry sector growth projections for nonbasic
industries are more reliant on regional growth trends, such as regional population, income
and employment trends of other regional industries.

Regional Economic Model Interactions: population, income, employment.
Population. Growth projections for regional population, income and employment are
solved simultaneously within the compilation of the regional model. Regional population
estimates are based on forecasts of the number of births, deaths and migration flowing in
and out of the region in any given period. Births and deaths rates are given to the
demographic model components as exogenous input assumptions. Natural change (births
less deaths) in the population is a function of these exogenous demographic rates and the
base population for each period. Migration is added to natural change in regional
population.

The WEFA Long-term U.S. Macro-economic Outlook is used in the preparation of the PortlandVancouver metropolitan area forecast.
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Migration is counted as the net inflow of migrants (both national and international9) less
residents flowing out of the region. Population growth is tied to migration rates.
Migration is linked to regional employment, wage rates and home prices. Differences in
employment growth and wages between the region and the U.S., California and
Washington determine regional migration flows. These regional growth rates are
expected to outpace U.S. and the neighboring states' economic growth trend. This
differential is expected sustain net in-migration levels over the duration of the forecast.
(Although the proportion of migration contributing to future population change is
expected to decrease during the forecast.) As a result, differential growth between
regional and ex-regional employment may add to or subtract from regional population
growth.
Presently, regional home prices are given as an endogenous function within the regional
economic model. Home prices are dynamic and fluctuate with expected economic trends
given by the U.S. macroeconomic forecast and regional economic variables. Not yet
implemented, this home price link to migration may be substituted with the MetroScope
home price index to override existing model trends for regional home prices to represent
the simulation of policy impacts as they are exhibited through the MetroScope simulation
model.
Employment. Interactions exist directly and indirectly between employment and
population in both directions. This is implemented through an endogenous migration
equation in one direction and as a fitted population term to each nonmanufacturing
employment equation. For example, the causal direction from employment to population
works this way: relatively faster growth rates in total regional nonfarm wage and salary
employment as compared to a fixed forecast of employment growth of other state and
national employment trends, other things being equal, will bolster population growth
(higher migration rates) in the region. In turn the causal direction from population growth
to employment, relatively greater increases in population directly impacts forecasted
employment growth in nonmanufacturing industry sectors (especially retail, services and
government). Employment growth in the nonmanufacturing sectors spur higher total
personal income which stimulates even more increases in nonmanufacturing. Moreover,
the IDV term simultaneously in a multiplier fashion transmits higher employment growth
in the manufacturing sectors of the regional economy10. In general, nonmanufacturing
industry sectors are more sensitive to changes in population and income growth rates.

9
International migration into the Portland-Vancouver metropolitan area has been a very small sliver of total
net in-migration, but the latest 2000 Census figures hints that the increase in Hispanic population is likely
the result of historically unprecedented foreign immigration rates in the last decade.
10

Note that the IDV term links together all employment sectors so that a change in one sector multiplies or
its impact is transmitted to every other industry employment sector. This is for both manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing. The degree of intensity of this transmission is based on the assumed input-output
technical coefficient derived from the BEA RIMS II input output model for the U.S. economy.
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Manufacturing sector (i.e., basic industries) growth is largely determined by exogenous
factors derived from the national economy (i.e., U.S. macroeconomic forecast variables).
Typical economic drivers for durable and nondurable manufacturers include national
indexes of production activity (or industry value added) and/or productivity (i.e., industry
output per job) or such other proxy variable for estimation of output (e.g., GDP, interest
rates, exchange rate, or export activity). Additional variables fitted to every employment
equation is the so-called IDV term and an endogenously determined industry wage rate
term.
The IDV term is described by the equation shown nearby. The parameter of the IDV is
determined by regression and therefore not pre-determined or fixed as in other input output embedding strategies. Generalization of the industry employment equations in the
Metro economic model is as follows:
E, = Pj * IDV, + ^vaJNaJI + X
a=\

PbjRbj!

+ £jl

6=1

where,
Ejt

= regional employment in industry at time t

IDV/, = inter-industry dependent variable for industryy at time t
Nay,

= national variables a!.. .am for industryy at time t

Rijt

= national variables bi.. .b n for industryy at time /

(3 j
v aj

= regression parameter for inter-industry variable for industryy at time t
= parameter estimate for national variables for industry y

p aj

= parameter estimate for national variables for industryy

£p

= stochastic error term for industryy at time t.

The inter-industry dependent variable is defined as follows:
IDV,, = £ : „ CyEj,
where,
Cy

= commodity by industry direct requirements coefficient

E,,

= employment in industry i at time t
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The commodity by industry direct requirements coefficient is taken from the 1992 Use of
Commodities by Industry Table and groupings of each industry/commodity are collapsed
to the desired industry detail. The cross product of the direct requirement coefficients
matrix and the industry employment matrix results in an IDV term for an industry j with
an historical time-series equal to the number of time periods for the matrix of
employment. Thus, the IDV term provides an historical measurement of the interindustry demand linkage between industry 7 and all the other industries in the region.
These series are fitted to the appropriate industry employment sector.
The model describes the regional economy in the following employment detail (see
Table 3).

Table 3: Industry Employment Sectors Modeled in the Metro Regional
Economic Model
Food Processing
Textile and Apparels
Lumber and Wood
Paper
Printing and Publishing
Metals

Manufacturing Sectors:
Nonelectrical Machinery
Electronics and Instruments
Transportation Equipment
Misc. Durable manufacturers
Misc. Nondurable manufacturers

Nonmanufacturing Sectors:
Construction and Mining
• Health Services
Transportation, Communications & Utilities • Non-health Services
Wholesale Trade
• State & Local Government
Retail Trade
• Federal Government
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate
Standard Industrial Classification is limited by disclosure limitations by the State Employment
Department.

Income and Wage. Wage and salary income represents about 60 percent of the total
personal income generated in the region. Components of personal income are
endogenously forecasted by the model. Wage rates are endogenous and so is
employment. The product of the two sets yields the forecast of wage and salary
disbursements.
Other components of income include: other labor income, dividends interest and rent,
transfer payments, proprietors farm and business income, and a deduction for social
insurance contributions. Structurally, equation for these sectors are driven off of the
trends of comparable national components.
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